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As the two boys, who were in the lead, approached the hole in the mountainside, three ftercelooking natives rose from the ground and barred their way with poised spears.
"Good Gracious!" exclaimed Dudley, in:;itinctively throwing up an arm.
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By A SELF- MADE MAN
pipe; both were fine examples in their way, and showe<l '
what constant practice will accomplish in the ornamental
THE ANCIENT MARINER.
line.
"I AM the only white ma.n who ever saw the hidden city
A pair of particularly bright eyes glowed beneath the
of the Andes and l,ives to tell the tale," saidtbe old sailor, I rim of a well-worn hat, and he had cocked these upon the
wagging his head solemnly.
1 two boys as they came upon the wharf.
There was a sad, reminiscent look in the speakers watery I He had no right on the private dock, and Frank Dudley,
eyes, which seemed to indicate that if he chose to tell all when he first saw him, intended to give him a broad hint
that he knew about his experiences in connection with the to that effect; but on second thought he didn't.
city aforesaid he could make his listeners' eyes bulge with
They had hardly cast their o·wn lines into the river bewonder.
fore the ancient mariner commenced to talk to them.
It was a radiant morning late in the sprin~.
He said his name was rrom Cox, and wanted to how
Frank Dudley and bis chum, Arthur Hale, · two bright what theirs was.
i:.pecimens of the progressive American youth, had come to
'l'hey obliged him, though Arthur Hale whispered to
the private wharf on the Dudley property, situated on the his chum that he thought the intruder had a great cheek.
banks of the Hudson, not far from the town of Irvington,
'l'he fish didn't bite very well on this occasion, and the
to fish, and ha.d found the old sailo·r, with hook and line boys would soon have tired of the diversion but for the
and basket, seated on the end 0£ a string-piece, apparently fact that the old sailor was in a talkative mood and enterin blissful unconsciousness that he was trespassing on pri- tained them with a round of astonishing yarns which he
\.ate domains.
.
emphatically declared were founded on his own personal
He was a square-built, grizzly, horny-handed son of Nep- t experiences during fifty years' wanderings about the world.
I
tune, with a countenance bronzed to the color of ma.hogFi~ally something reminded him of the city of LaPaz,
any from constant exposure to the sun ancl wind of every in Bolivia, and then he told the boys that thirty years beknown climate under the sun.
fore he had accompanied a party who attempted the ascent
A short briar-wood pipe was stuck between his tobacco- of Mount Illimani in the Andes range.
stained lips, and a suspicious-looking, round-bellied bottle
That he had got separated from the bunch, and. subsereposed by his side.
o.uently losing his footing on the snow-encrusted ground,
It was hard to say which was the more highly colored- had slid down the mountainside to an. unhown depth
the point of his large, luminous nose or the .bowl of his without injuring himself in the least.
CHAPTER I.

I

LOS'l~

IN THE ANDES.
- ---- ·-- - -

"I suppose you told all about your adventure when yoi.1
'I'hat while trying to extricate himself from the mountains he only succeeded in making his way further into rt'ached LaPaz ?" said Frank.
"I did, of course."
the range.
·
"And what did the people say?"
That eventually, thousands of feet ]?elo·w the snow line,
"They
sai c1 tl1ere was a legend about a silver city buried
he had unexpectedly come upon a town, the houses of which
heai·t
of the Andes, but no man had ever been there
in
the
were built entirely of pure silver, or some burnished stone
and
come
back
again."
resembling that meta.I.
"But
you
had
been there and come back, hadn't you?"
The town was btlried, he said, in ·a green and fertile val"Sure
I
had;
but no one wot'!ld believe me. They said
ley in the very heart of the Andes range, at no great disit
didn'
t
stand
to
reason; that American's had a great
tance from the elernted citv of LaPaz.
imagination,
and
so
on. They didn't exactly call me a liar,
The inhabitants he had .discovered wet-e descendants of
that
they thought I was one."
but
I
could
tell
the Incas of Peru.
"It's
too
bad
that
you
didn't bring back some evidence of
They had no more knowledge of the outside wo1'ld than
the
buried
city
with
you,"
remarked Frank.
the outside world had of them.
"I was lucky to b1ing myself back."
'l'hey were born, lived and died in the valley ever since
"
And that was thirty years ago?"
their ancestors, generations before, had settled there.
The
ancient mariner nOdded.
Cox at this point in his yarn made the assertion with
"And
I s'pose the buried city is them yet?"
whi ch this chapter opens.
·
"I reckon it is."
"What an old liar this fellow is !" whispered Arthur Hale
"Unless it's been swallowed up by an earthquake."
in his companion's ear.
The old sailor nodded again.
The ancient.mariner regarded the boy with suspicion, as
"You say you li ved at the place for a week?" said Frank.
if he had some idea of what was passing in the lad's mind.
Another nod from the old man .
. "It must have been a wonderful town," renr .rked Frank,
"What kind of people were the inhabitants?"
with a sober face.
"Sort of copper-colored."
"It was the most wonderful town I ever seen in m:v life,
"How did they dress?"
and I've seen seYeral since I first went to sea," replied Mr.
" Most of the men went naked, except for a kind of
Cox, with equal gravity.
.
breech-cloth. They wore a band of silver or white metal
"And you say the houses were built of pure silver ?"
their head s, and carried spears when not wnrkin' in
ahout
"I'f it wasn't; silver, it was something that looked jest
t.h
e
fields.
That was the common herd. The big bugs wore
like ii," replied the ancient marin er, nodding his head
long
gowns
of a white cloth, had a gold band around their
sagely.
heads, and wore gold ornaments sich as armlets and wrist"'And were the door-knobs and other little thi ngs of that
lets, with precious stones stuck into them a·ccordin' to tl1eir
kind made of pure gold?" asked Arthur, with an unbelievrank."
ing grin.
"And what about the women P"
"No, tb~y weren't," sna.pped the old sailor. "There
"The ·wom en folks dressed in white cloth, too. They
waren 't no door-knobs, ;nor no doors, neither."
wore armlets, and wri st1ets, ancl head bands, either of gold
"Didn't you see any gold at all ?" asked Arthur, stuor silver, accorclin' to how impm·tant they was. They also
prised that the sailor did not include that precious metal
wore earrings, and necklaces, and finger rings."
in his yarn.
·
"How were. you treated while you were there?"
"Sure I did. There wa s gold cups, and gold ornyments,
Bang up ; but I got an idea they meant to burn me up
and all kinds of gold gimcracks."
on one of their altars; th at 's wliy I made tracks away from '
"And did you bring a few away with you?" went on the place."
.\rthur, with a sly twinkle in his eye.
"Burn you up, eh? Why ?"
"No, I didn't," ans\irered the sailor, shortly.
"As a part of their religious rites."
"I should if I had been in your shoes."
"What kind of worship did they have?"
l\Ir. Cox gave a snort of di sgust.
"Seemed to be a kind of sun worship, as near as I can
"I was lucky to get away with a whole skin, without remember."
ihinkin' about no sich nonsense," he said emphatically.
"The ancient P eruvians re,·erenced the sun as the source
"How did you manage to make your escape, Mr. Cox?" of their royal dynasty, didn't th ey ?" put in Hale, looking
asked Frank.
at his fri end.
"I jest walked out of the valley one mornin', after I'd
"I believe they did," replied Frank. "I know I read
been th ere a week, with a bundle of food strapped to my that their Temple of the Sun, in Pizarro's time, was the
back, ana climbed tile mountain passes in the direction most magnificent edifice in the empire. If they had any
I thought LaPaz was, and after a week's wanderin' I met intention of burning you up as a Victim to tlrnir god, it's
a, native Injun, who directed me how to firtd my way to the a wonder they let you get away from their clutches."
city."
"I reckon they didn't think I could get a.way."

LOST IN THE ANDES.
"They kept a watch on you, I suppose?"
"If they did, it wasn't a very good one, for when I ma.de
up my mind to leave I :found no trouple in skiddooin'."
"You had to climb up through the mountains to reach
LaPaz, which is nearly twelve thousand feet above the
level of the sea ?" put in Arthur.
The ancient mariner noclcled.
"llo;y did you kno·w what direction to go in?"
f'I didn't know. Just t ook my chance."
"You must have had a nice tim e of it. Supposing you'd
gone in _the wrong direction ; where would you have fetched
up at?"
"I reckon I'd died of starvation."
"It's a wonder you didn't o•rganize an expedition to go
in search of the silver city. You must have had some
idea where it was after having been there."
"Yp.ung man, I wasn't a fool, " replied the old man, r egarding Arthur severely. "Even if I'd been rash enough to
want to go bun.tin' for it, I couldn' t have found anybody
willin' to go along with me."
At that moment the ancient marin er had a bite, and
he drew up a very small specimen of the finny tribe.
The boys laughed at his look of disgust as he removed
it from the hook and cast it back into the water.
Evidently he had had enough of fishing, in that particular spot a.t least, for he coiled up his line, put the roundbellied bottle and small string of fish into his baskej;, and
seemed to be ready to leave the wharf.
The boys also wound up their lines, Frank picking up
the half-dozen fish they had jointly secured.
" We'll see you to-morro·w, maybe," remarked Frank, as
the three walked up tlrn wharf. ''I s!1ould like to hear
more about the silver city."
"All right, ycnmg gents,'~ leered the an"cient mariner.
"I'll be proud ancl happy to tell you all I kin remember.',.
They parted from the old man at the head of the· dock,
and, though they came down next morning at the same
hour, and for many mornings thereafter, they never set
eyes on thB old !:laiJor again, nor could they find any signs
of him in the neighborhood, no·r find anybody who had
noticed him in those parts.
He had vanished as suddenly as he had appeared, and
the boys agreed that his advent and departure were as mysterious as was his remarkable narrative of the buried city
of the Bolivian Andes.
CHAPTER II.
THE

ABDUOTIO~.

Frank Dudley and Arthur Hale were both sons of we11to-do residents of the village of Irvington-on-the-Hudson,
and they lived close together.
They attended a military school in the neighborhood, as
day scholars, and were regarded by the faculty as two of
the brightest pupils.
Frank, who was captain of one of the companies, pitcher
of the baseball t eam, and quarter-back and captain of the

football eleven, was easily the most popular boy jn the
academy, while Arthur Hale was a close second.
Mr. George Dudley, Frank's fttther, was e prominent
civil engineer.
H e was employed by the Panama Canal Commission,
and was at the Isthmus in charge of a cerh}in part of the
work then under construction.
It h&d been arranged that Frank and his fri1md Arthur
were to spend part of their summer vacation at the Isthmus
with Mr. Dudley, then go to the town o·f Panama at}d take
the steamer for San Francisco, reti.i~ing e&st by rail.
Frank and his chum were delighted yvith the prospect
before them, and could talk of little else during. the. remain.der of the school i;errn.
The -time finally arrived for them to go to ~ ew York
City and take one of the Pacific Mail Company's stea,.mers
for Colon.
The site of Colon is by nature a rank tropical swamp,
and most of the l:iouses are • built, like prehistoric lake
dwellings, on piles sunk jnto a black swamp.
To the boys; on their arrival 1 it seeµied a most 1111!1-ttrac~
tive-looking port.
.
Mr. Dudley was on hand to greet them, and lw tool< thel)t
to the best hot.el in the pla.ce, wh~re he stopped himself.
Next day he carried the boys out to the -scene of operations on the caiial.
Here they i:iaw hundreds of CoJombians a11d Chiitaj'nen
at wo•r k in gangs of fifty or less, in charge of native fpr~
men.
At first the boys were much interested in watchiAg YIP!lt
was going on at this busy hive of industry.
Along the line of the railroad, too, they saw a1µpl e evidence of the wreck of the French fanama Canal openitions
in the fields of abandoned machinery, much of it p~vei: put
together, and more put together, but never i.ised-tj1e ¥\'hole
invaded by tropical growth, and standing on the eqge of
the rank swamp thr01+gh which th!'l trapk runs.
"I've heard it said that the French pompap.y snent three
hundred millions in five years," remai·~ed fraD!<, ~ he p.nll
Arthur were looking at a long row of abandoned ~redges
in the water. "In my opinion it w!IS tlie most gigaIJ.tic case
of graH on record."
"I'll bet it was," replied Arthur, witli a grin. H I were
a ward politician all this devasi;;ttion would m~e me greeIJ.
with envy."
On the third day after their arrival at the Isthrµlfs the
boys were introduced to a fine-looking AmericaJl gentiffillaD.
named Alfred Seabury, who immediately inyited tjierµ t.Q
spend a week at his place, which was ten llliles from the
town of Bujio, 001 the Panama ra.ilroad.
Mr. Dudley was well acquainted with Mr. Seabury, and
consequently he had no objection to the boys accepting tlie
invitation.
Accordingly, on th e following rooming Mf Seapury.
Frank and Arthur took the morning train, whiph ra-q
through to Panama, forty-five miies from Colon, and, af!er
a brief halt at the station and · village o.f Ca.ton, oq th~
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Chagres River, went on to Bujio, where they alighted from
"It's a go,'' cried Arthur. "One, two, three-go!"
the car».
Frank won by a head.
A handsome American-ma.de two-seated wagon, with a
They stayed in fifteen minutes, and felt greatly refreshed
light cover to wru·d off the sun's rays, was wa.i ting at the after their bath.
6tation, with a native driver.
"We'll have a go at this. twice a way while we remain
"Get in, boys," slild Mr. •Seabury. "We've a ten-mile here,'' said Arthur, as he dressed himself. "I wouldn't miss
drive before us; but the road is good, and the country much it for a farm."
rnore interesting than what you have just seen afong the. "What's the nearest town to this place?" Frank asked
railroad."
Mr. Seabury on the afternoon of the third day of th eir
"I'm gfad to hear that, sir," replied Frank; "for I've visit.
never seen a worse-looking country than that part of the
"Buga. I'd take you to see it, as it's a typical ColomIsthmus we've already been over."
bia.i;i. town, only for the fact that the country is a bit dis"That's my opinion, too, Mr. Seabury. The village of turbed over the ceding of this ten-mile strip of territory Gaton, where the train stopped for a few minutes, seems for canal purposes to the United States u11der the nominal
to be made up of rows of plank huts with iron roofs, as like title of the State of Panama, and the Colombians are a bit
one another as peas in a pod, the only exception being a hot over it. They've been threa.mning to resort to arms
corrugated iron church in the center."
to r€cover it, which, of course, would be very fooli sh on
"You'll find a great improvement on all that out where their part. At any rate, they've taken a temporary dislike
J live; but you can't expect 'to find things like they are in to Americans on account of the matter, and :for that reason
the States," replied the gentleman, with a smile.
T'd rather not take you to Buga."
It took about an hour and a half to reach Mr. Sea.bury's
Bessie was sitting in Frank's lap, with her golden head
property, which was situated just within the ca.nal zonE\ or on his shoulder in a. most confiding way.
new State of Panama.
"W'hy don't you run and play with yom· dogs, Bessie?"
It was a cross between an American high-class fa.rm ancl said her father. "Don't you see them sitting yonder waita Spanish ha.cienda.
ing for you to 'romp with them?"
~e house was one of the most pretentious in the neighBessie, with reluctance, left her. new friend, jumped
borhood, and built to conform to the re.quirements of the off the wide balcony, and calling to her three pets, who
climate.
sprang toward her the moment she appeared oµ th e grasR,
Mrs. Seabury was a handsome woman, a native Colom- began to make them go through their favorite tri cks.
bian, and she welcomed the young visitors in a broken
l\fr. Seabury and the two boys watched her from their
English that fell charmingly from her lips. ·
chairs on the balcony.
The Seaburys had one child, a golden-haired little beauty
Bessie was just making one of her canine pets stand on
of ten years, named Bessie-the idol of her parents and the its hind legs, when a bright flash, followed by a p11ff of
·pet of the hacienda.
white smoke Mia a loud report, came from a patch of green
Frank took a grea.t fancy to her at once, and Bessie ap- shrubbery that bordered the lawn.
peared to ~turn the feeling with interest.
The child uttered a ' thrilling scream, and the dog she
The boys were shown over. the place, and found a great had been holding up by his front paws fell dead on the
deal to interest them.
ground.
The estate had been laid out with an eye to landscape
"My heavens P' ejaculated Mr. Sea.bury, springing to his
gardening.
feet, an example followed by the surprised boys. "What
Charming arbo·rs were erected at pretty points of view.
does that mean?" •
Under the shadow of splendid trees · they found a brickThe three had hardly risen from their chairs, when a
lined swimming bath, excavated in the ground, with a lit- hatless, dark-featured man rushed out from the shrnbberv
tle bathing-house built beside . it, and a streamlet flowing and sprang at the little girl as she stood stupefied an d
through-an ideal place for a plunge.
dazed, looking down at her dead pet.
"If the young senors would like to go in the water they
He snatched Bessie in his arms and made for the road
will :!ind bathing dresses in the house," said their con- as fast as his legs could carry him.
ductor, a man by the name of Enrique, who was a kind of
major domo on the estate.
CHAPTER III.
As it was a steruning hot day, the boys eagerly avajled
AT BAY .
themselves of the opportunity, and were soon disporting
Mr. Seabury, white. with excitement and anxiety, dasherl
themselves in the pond.
after the man, who was carrying away the now scream ing
"I say, this is great," exclaimed Arthur, after taking child in his arms.
a header from the spring-board. "You couldn't improve
Frank and Arthur followed close at his heels.
on this anywhere."
They were both staggered by the incident, which they
"That's right," nodded Frank. "I'll race you to that could not understand.
staging yonder.»
The man and child vanished through the ga.te, and when
>
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the distracted father reacli.ed the road he saw the a.b ductor
spring with his little prisoner on the back of a horse and
gallop off toward Buga at headlong speed.
At that monwnt Enrique ran up with a shotgun in his
hands, which he lc' veled a.cro s the gate at the fleeing rascal.
"You will hit 111y ehild,'' exclaimed Mr. Seabury, staying
his hand. ''He is bonnd ror Buga, aml WC must follow him
on horseba.ck."
''It is that scoundrel, Carlo Scrrogog, whom you turned
rmay last week for the ft," aJmo~ howled the old servant,
with whom Bessie wi1s a great favo1~itc. "He Rhot at the
t:hild, missing her and killing the dog; and then, to make
~me of his revenge, he has carried her off with him. ' He
i~ a bad man. ] will get horses while you get your revol' crs. ·w e will catch him before he reaches tJie town, an~1
Twill kill him as I w~uld a--"
''Yes, Yes!" interrupted Mr. Seabury, half frantic over
his los~. " " "e will follo11· him at oner. l-lui ck, l•lnrique,
bring the horses and let us be off!"
"Great Scott!" exclaimed Frank, as i..he ·~nrner of the
place and his sturdy old servant hurried awa:·. ''1"his i~
tough on Ur. Seabury."'
"Bet your life it is," replied ArtJrnr.
"I feel like taking a hand in this myself," ;;airl hi;; chum.
''I can't bear the idea of that little girl being at tlir rn efry
.of such a ruffian. I'm afraid he'll get clear off while they're
getting ready to pursue him."
"I don't see what we can do in the matter. \Ve ca11't
run after him on foot."
"No, replied Frank, with flashing eye and bated breath,
"we can't, that's true. H we only h~d a pair of hoi:ses."
"Or a bicycle apiece," supplernentecl Arthur.
The worcls were hardl:v out of their mou ths hdorc a
couple of horsemen da.she<l arouncl a turn in thr roacl lcncling from Bujio and presently cl1·ew up before the boYR.
"Is Senor Seabury at home?" inq·nired one of th e rillers
in English.
"Yes, sir," replied Frank. Then he added quickly:
''We'll ta.ke your horses."
The gentlemen dismounted and started to walk up the
clriveway.
"Now is our chance," said Frank to Arthur, in a tense
tone. "\\'e can't stand on ceremony. Every moment
counts. Mount the o-ther horse and we'll sta1·t after that
rascal Serrogog, if we have to follow him all the way to
Buga, where Mr. Seabury believes he is bound."
"All right, Frank,'' replied Arthur, promptly. "I'm
with you."
In their enthusiasm the boys forgot that the abductor
o.f little Bessie was armed with a revolver : but even if
they had recollected it we doubt if that fact would have
deterred them from making this effort to rescue the little
girl.
The bovs leaped on the animals, and digging th eir heels
into their flanks, started them at a hot pace on the road to
Buga.
The boys had covered perhaps six miles of the distance

to Buga., when, as they rounded an elevated turn in the
road, 1''rank, who was a dorzen lengths in advance, caught
sight of Serrogog in the distance, with the child seated in
fro.it of him on the horse's neck.
8errogog disappeared around a distant bend in the road,
his animal giving signs of distress.
Frank lashed his horse with the bridle-reins and bent
low over his neck.
The beast responded with a fresh burst of speed, and the,
boy soon reached the turn around which the abductor had
vanished.
He was just in time to see the villain dismount in front
of a roadside house and, with Bessie in his arms, lead the
animal through a gate.
Frank at once reined in and waited for Arthur to come
np.
"Stop!" he cried, grabbing at his chum's arm.
"What's the matter?" asked Arthur, pul1ing in.
"We must go slow now," said Frank. "The fe1low has
stopped at yonder house and gone into the yard. Draw
np alongside the hedge here and we'll consider what we
had better do."
"I thought he was going on to Buga.," said Arthur, following the example of his companion, who had dismounted.
"His horse has given out," replied Frank, "and he has
taken refuge in that house. No doubt 11e is known there,
and it won't do for us to run into a hornets' nest. It's
growing dark fast. We'll wait here for a while and watch
the road to see he doesn't make a new start with a fresh
horse. Mr. Seabury and old Enrique ought to be along
presently. Then the four of us can storm the building
together."
So they waited, giving their mounts a needed breathing
<:pell.
· Thus fifteen minutes passed away, and sti ll there was
no sign of Mr. Seabury and his faithful old servan t.
"They ought to be here by this time," said Frank. "I
don't think we could have got over ten minutes' sta.rt of
them."

Another five minutes passed, and still there was no sound
of horses' feet in the road behind them.
"Maybe they've taken a short cut to Buga," suggested
Arthur.

' "I don't think there is such a thing, for if there was,
surely Senogog would have taken it himself. He ought
to know the country as well as any one."
"That's right," answered Arthur; "he ought."
It was now as dark as it ever would be that night, aml
the boys had walked their horses close up to the roadside
house.
They could see a light shining from a second-story winc1own, and also lights on the ground floor.
"Well, what are we going to do?" asked Arthur, at
length.
"You hold my horse," replied Frank. "I am going forward to investigate."

•
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Then he pushed his way through the hedge and disap-] Serrogog, with an oath of rage, pulled the trigger of his
peared.
wea.pon, and a loud report rang through the house, startling
He made his way cautiously to the rear of the 11ouse, its other inmates.
where there were no lights, and tried one of the doors.
The bullet hummed past Frank's ear.
It opened at his touch, and he entered the place as
The boy, seeing that his life was in grave peril, for the
softly as he could.
rascal was cocking his revolver for a second shot, raised
The building was only a two-story affair, like many of the rifle quickly ancl fired, with scarcely any aim.
the houses in tropical countries, where earthquakes are
Serrogog clapped hio hand to his breast, spun half
?· c~mmon occurrence.
around, with a terrible cry, and fell headlong to the floo·r.
The lower floor seemed to consist of a public drinking
At that thrilling moment two fierce-looking men aproom in front, and a kitchen and other living apartments peared at the open doorway.
behind:
The sleeping-rooms were above where Frank was aiming
CHAPTER IV.
for.
He opened the first door he came to and fo~nd the room
THE RESCUE IN PANAMA BAY.
untenanted.
Frank, now full of fight, from his toes up, covered the .
He then tried the next room, and was disappointed to two men with the rifle.
see no sign of Bessie.
"Throw up your hands!" he roared in a tone of voice
A third room, overlooking the ba.ck yard, was next tried. that showed he meant business.
A cheap kind of lamp burned dimly on a plain wooden
The two lllen made no effort to comply with the comtable.
ma.nd, as they did not understand a word he had said.
Af3 Frank's eyes roved around the room his heart gave
They did understand, however, that they were in danger
a great bound, for there, stretched upon a bed, lay Bessie, of being shot, and both made a jmnp to get out o.f range.
~pparently unconscfous.
They cnllided and went sprawling on the floor as Frank
"Nov to caTIJ' her a.way without the people in the house fired at them without effect.
getting wind of my mov~ents," thought the plucky boy, J At that moment the front door was b~rs~ in downst~irs
as he closed the door behmd him and crept to the bed.
with a crash that rang through the bmldmg and raised
A Mauser rifle stood near a chest of drawers close by, and screams from a couple of women.
Frank seized and cock~d it, ready for an emergency.
"I hope that's Mr. Seabury and Enrique, with Arthur,"
Then he shook Bessie softly, holding his hand above her breathed Frank, rushing toward the door and covering the
mouth to stifle any frightened cry she might utter a.t being men, w{lo had tried ineffectually to make their escape from
aroused.
the room.
She made no mo.vement, however, and the boy looked at
"Frank! Frank!" came ringing up to him from belo·w
her in some ala.rm. '
in his chum's well-known tones.
He bent down and found that she was breathing heavily. I "Hellow, Art!" he roared back through the open door.
He shook her harder than before, but she acted like a "I'm upstairs."
person under the influence of some drug.
Immediately there were hurried steps on the stairs, and
"The villain has stupefied her in some manner,'' he presently Enrique, followed by Mr. Seabury, Arthur and
thought_. raising the girl in his arms.
the two gentlemen whom the boys had deprived of their
Her head fell limp and lifeless upon bis shoulder.
horses in so summary a manner, appeared at -the entrance
At that moment he thought he heard sounds in the hall- to the room.
way below.
Enrique pounced upon the fallen rascals, while Mr. SeaFearing that his retreat was cut off, he turned to the bury sprang into the room.
window, opened it and looked out.
"My Bessie?" he ejaculated feverishly.
It was only a short jump to the ground below, but the
"She is safe," replied Frank, pointing to the bed.
question -was, could he do it without injuring Bessie?
"Thank Heaven!" cried the gentleman fervently, rushWhile he was considering the matter the door of the ing up to the bed and raising the child in his arms. "Bessie,
room was thrown open and Serrogog entered.
darling, speak to me. Speak to papa!"
He took in the situation at a glance, and his surprise for
But it was out of her power to do so, for she had been
the moment held him spellbound to the spot.
drugged. ·
That momentary inaction on his part was all that saved
"Great Heavens!" cried Mr. Sea.bury, in agony. "What
:Frank's life.
_
· can be the matter with her?"
With a curse, and some inquiry in .Spanish, unintelligible
The other two gentlemen stepped forward at that moto Frank, he drew his revolver and raised it to fire.
ment, and one of them, after looking .a t Bessie, said she
But the boy had comprehended his danger in the twink- had evidently been stupefied with some preparation to keep
ling of an eye !;Uld, dropping Bessie on the bed, had grabbed her quiet.
up the rifle.
"The infernal rascal!" cried the excited father. "To
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do such a thing to my' poor chil.:. ! Where is the scolmtlrel ?"
"I had to shoot him to save my life, sir," spoke up
Frank, pointing at the motionless figure of the abductor,
as he laid near the door '~ith cocked revolver still clutched
in his right hand.
"You did right, young man," said Mr. Sea.bury. "Is he
dead?"
"No," replied one of the gentlemen, who was kneeling
by hi s side, with his hand over the ra scal's heart. "He is
not dead , but he is badly wounded. The rifle ball passed
entirely through his body. It will require the opinion of a
surgeon to pass upon hi s chances of recovery."
"Such villa.ins aJ:e better under ground," said Bessie's
father. "You are a plucky lad, Frank Dudley.
As a matter of fact, Serrogog did r ecover in the end,
though he had a narrow Rqueak for his life.
H e lay for weeks on his bed, and wh en well enough hewas put in jail, duly tried for his crime, convicted, and
passed many years of his life in a Colombian prison at hard
labor- a fate he richly deserved.

"While still a dozen yards away the boy weakened and
sank out of sight.
"He's gone," cried Arthur, excitedly.
"Oh, he'll be up in a moment. Grab that boathook and
stand ready to hook onto him when he comes to the surface."
Arthur snatched up tl1e boathook and gazed eagerly out
OYCr the waYes.
"There he is no"-," exclaimed Frank, pointing, at the
same time moving the tiller a bit to port.
The boy was sinking for the second time, when Hale
inserted the hook under the collar of his jacket and drew
him a foot out of the water.
·w ith Frank's assistance Arthur hauled the almost unconscious boy into the boat and laid him face down in the
cockpit, while Frank headed for the overturned craft to
take off the other victim of the disaster.
The boy they had rescued presently showed si gns of
recorery.
H e turned over on his back and tl10n sat up, rnbbing the
\Yater out of his eyes.
"How do you feel ?" asked Arthur, at last.
"I feel rather shaky," replied the boy. "I'm awfully
nbliged to yo·u chaps. You've saved my life. I held out as
1on<Tb as I could,' but I 'm not much of a swimmer. If it
hadn't been that you came to my aid I should surely haYc
been drown eel."
" " -c're mighty glad we reached you in time. Il would
haYe been ha rd luck if you had been lost ."
"It would have been rough on my governor if I had been
drowned. He lost mother a Year ago, and I'm the only one
he's got l; ft. My name i~ Fred Leslie. What's your
.,
name?"
"My name is Arthur Hale, and this is my chum, Frank
Dudley."
"Glad to know you both. You are Americans, are you
not ?"
" \re are. We live a.t Irvington-on-the-Hudson, in New
York State, when we're at home. And you?"
"I'm English," young Leslie replied. My father is the
Hon. Edward Leslie, M. P . We are on the way to LaPaz,
Bolivia, to do the mountains."
"You don't say!" answered Arthur.
Th eir conYersation was interrupted by Frank calling on
his friend to lend a hand to help the native Colombian out
of his unpleasant predicament.
In a few inoments the man was safe aboard the sailboat,
and Frank, bringing their craft a.bout on the other tack,
headed for shore.

A week later the boys, having tired of 8olon and th e
Panama Canal, took the train for the town of Panama., on
ihe Pacific side of the I sthmu s.
This place has some of the dignity and picturesqueness
of an old Spanish city, and the boys found it a decided
improvem ent o\·er Colon.
They had a week to wait before th ey could get a steamer
for San Francisco, but they did not think time would hang
very heavy on their hands during that interTal, for th ere
was a good deal to interest them in the place.
On the second day of their stay the boys hired a small
American-built sailboa.t· and went out on the bay.
Frank was an expert boatman, and Arthur was almo.'lt
his equal, so that they did not hesitate to take this sail in
strange waters.
They shaped their course for a pretty, wooded island
about a mile and a half off th e town.
"Here comes a sajlboa.t around yonder point of the island," said Arthur, pointing the craft out to his companion.
"I see it. Whoever is handling her seems to be a pretty
rocky navjgator," answered Frank, watching the wobbling
girations of the boat.
·
"She'll be over in a brace of shakes if that chap doesn't
look out," said Art, presently.
The words were hardly out of his mouth before the
catastrophe happened.
The sailboat heeled over on her beam ends and spilled
her passengers-a dark-skinned native and a white boyinto the ba.y.
CHAPTER V .
. "We must pick them up,n said Frank, steering the boat
OFF FOR BOLIYIA.
in the direction of the two unfortun ates.
"Who was steering the boat when she upset?" asked
The native swam lu stily toward . the. partly o·v erturned Fr~k.
craft, and soon succeeded in climbing up on her hull and
"I was," replied Leslie, looking a bit sheepish. " I
supporting himself by the guy rope that held the mast taut. thought I knew the ropes well enol1gh, but I guess I'm not
The boy was not so fortunate.
as good a sailor as I thought I was. You seem to under'
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stand how to manage this craft all right, " he added admiringly.
"Art and I know enough to keep a boat right side up
iii most any kind of blow short of a hurricane. We live
close to the water, and we spend a good part o·f our time
on th e Hudson. By the way, I think you said you were
going down to Bolivia ?"
"Yes, ., repl ied Fred L eslie.
"I' wish 'rn were going along with you, instead of back
t o the United States on the n ext steamer. "
"I'd like to haYc you cha p ~ go i!long :fir,,;t r ate. Maybe
it co uld be arra nged. My gon~rno r will be glad to take
you, after what yoi1've clone fo r me thi s morning. Where
are you lodged ?"
"Art and I are stopping at the Panam a Hou8e."
"Not alone ?" asked the boy, in some surprise.
"Yes. lVIy father is one of the engineers of t.he Can a l
Commission. We came down to the I sthm us to t ake a
look around. We're now on our way to San Francisco."
"Your father down h ere, too?" asked Leslie, turning to
H ale.
"No. 111,v fa ther is in N ew Y ork. H e's a civil engineer,
too, and partner of Frank's fath er. "
"Any special reason why you should get back h ome right
away?" asked their new friend. ,
"Oh, no . We've got a.b out eight weeks' vacation yet
ahead of us. We expect to stop a week or t wo in San F r ancisco before we start east. "
"Well, if ther e's no r eason why you ha.ve to get h ome
under two months, you might just as well come to Bolivia
with the governor and me. It would be r eal jolly, don't
you k"11ow, the t hree of us. We'r e ·only going t o remain a
short tim e in th e n eighborhood of L aPaz. The governor
is q uite an expert mountain climber. H e's been up the
Matterhorn, in Swit zerland, and on some of t he tallest
peaks in the Alps. He's anxious to m ake the ascent of
Illimani and, if he has t ime, Sorata."
- " D o you m ean to say that you and yo ur father have
come all the way from England en route to Bo1ivia just
t o climb a certain mountain ?" asked Frank.
"Yes. And to see Lake Titi caca, an d t o go up t he corkscrew railway, a,s I call it. I shall enjoy the t ri p ever so
much better if you chaps will onl y come a.long. It shan't
cost you a penny, either. I sa ~', n ow, you'll promise to
come if t he thing can be fi xed up wi t h your governor, won' t
you ?" asked t he young Englishm an , 'eagerly .
" I'm not so certain that it can be arranged," r eplied
F rank. " If it could be, I'm with you, and so is Art here.
I f your father made a personal visit on my fa ther an d put
the matter squarely before hirri, saying that he'd look a fter
u s, the ma.t ter mi ght be brought about. Otherwise there's
n ot mu ch chance of it."
·
" My governor will do that t o oblige me, and also bec~ise
he will be glad to have you in th e party. Y ou m ay 8.epencl
he' ll be very gr ateful to you both fo r saving m y, life."
" Don't say any more abou t that, L esli e, " sai d F r aJ1k.
"We coul dn't d·o less for you t han wh1:1 ';- we did. We should

have done the sa.rne for any one 11nc1cr the circumsta nce;;."
The boaL ~lwL up along:;idc of 1.hc laJJding, and the boy,,;,
<1s \\'ell as the native l)olombian, landed .
'•Come with me to our hotel,., f'a id L e,;lie, taking both
of hio new friends by their _arm:. " I want to in troduce
you 1.o rny governor r ig ht mrny ."
They found. the H on. :JJr. Le,;! i<', 1rho wa:; a fi ne ;;;pccirncn ·of an athletic Engli.~h gen tlcrnaJ1, in t he r otunda of
t l1e hotel, reading a Brifoh m1rspaper.
Fred introduce(! his 1w11· fricn<ls to him, 'a nd t h e gentleman expressed the plcasml• lw felt aL making their acquaintance.
When Fred told ltirn tliaL tlw ll<i,1·~ had ;;a1·ed h is life in
the bay a shor t time prcYious, ~Jr . L_eslie began t o rega.r d
the bright young .Arner irm1 ln<h in quite a new light .
H o ex1wc8i::ecl bis grakfu I a pprr('iill ion of th e service
t!try had rendered his son, a.nd !toped they should know
each other better.
Freel soon intr oduced the sub;jed nearest to his heartthat his new friends shoul<l go wi th them io L aP az, in
IloliYia, instea.cl of rrturning immerliiltrly to t he U ni tecl
Stall's, aC'cording to !hrir prr~ e nl programme.
Mr. Lesl ie saicl he would he 1·cry happ,1· 1.o include th ern
in h is party, and that the little trip shouldn't cost t hem a
penny.
"We Fhou ld like to go to -South Ameri ca very much, sir,' '
said Frank; "b11t, of C'o urse, we coul dn 't think o.f doin g
so '"ithout my father's permission. "
Mr. Leslie prornisecl. to use h.is influ ence in persuading
:Mr. Dudley to give his consent to F r ank and Art hur m aking the journe~- to Bol iYia.
Mr. Dudle:', h owever , m uch to F r ank'11 and Arthnr'R rl rligl1t, gaye hif' eon. ent, an cl so one J ul.v m orn in g t he parly
left PaJJama on. the steamer Peru, bmm d down t he Sontli
Am erican coast .
About three hu ndred m iles south of Guayaquil th e
steamer came to anchor in t he r oacl.steacl of P ayt a., in P ern ,
a cleacl -an<l-alivr place, built of bamboo hu to.:.
A few day <; later 11Ir. 'Leslie ancl the bovs laml ecl at Callao ju,;t in time to catch the evening train for Li ma .
"To-morrow you'll haYe the greatei:;t experien ce you ever
Im.cl in yonr life:" said Freel, as the boys took chai rs on the
hotel portico a.fter dinner.
•
" \Ybat's t hat?" asked Fra1ik an<l .\ r! lrnr ~ irn ultan eo n;.;l y.
"We're going to make the ascen t to 1.hc crest of t he
Ancl es b.v the Oroya R ai h ray, ' rl1ich, sta r t ing from sealevel, takeR yon in n jne hom s to il n altitud e somewh at
highPr than that of t he summit of Mont mane."
" That will be something to talk about when we get h ome,
Art," remarked Frank.
1lfr. Lesl ie and the boys boarcled the trai n at an earl y
hour next morning, and the train pulled out of town by a
valle)' leading inland and began to climb the m ountain
r ange.
Late in the afternoon . after traversing m any corkscrew
1unnels, ~picler-legged bTidges an d n arrow Tavin es, th ey
arriver! at the summit, fourteen t housand feet above th e
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level of the sea, where they were treated to a magnificent
expanse of snow-covered mauntain scenery that amply repaid them for the inconvenienc-es attending the trip.
• Two days later they were a.board the steamer again, sailing southward.
Sixteen days after leaving Pana.ma the vessel anchored
in Mollendo.
The pa.ssengers and baggage were taken ashore in barges
through a narrow opening in the reef.
' In the. inorning Mr. Leslie and the boys took a train for
the interior.
At sunset they reached Arequipa station, where they had
to wait four days for the weekly train which goes up to
Lake Titicaca.
Starting early in the morning, they arrived at Puno
about dark, and boarded a little steamer for the trip across
the lake, which is the largest in South America.
At eight o'clock on the following evening tl1e steamer
anchored off the Bolivian port of Ohililaya.
"What kind of four-\vheeled contrivance do you call
that?" asked Artlmr, pointing to a covered wagon drawn
by four mules, when they disembarked ne""xt morning.
"That," replied Fred, "is the tillbury I told you about
in Panama."
"Do we ride in one of them?" asked Frank.
"We ride to LaPaz in that very one. My governoo.· telegraphed for it to meet us here."
" It looks like my idea of a wild western shake-down,"
grinned Arthur.
"It will never hold together if we've got any rough traveling to do," said Frank, casting a doubtful glance at the
old rig, the harness of which .was no less antique than the
wagon itself, and was patched in numberl~ places with
pieces of cord.
" It will hold together better than you think," replied
Fred. "Tumble aboard, for here comes my governor."
With much shouting and cracking of his whip tlrn driver
got-the team in motion, and off they went at a brisk pace.
"They ought to have a sprinkling-ca.r t on this road,"
grumbled Arthur. "It's simply the worst ever."
· "Yes, it's pretty bad," admitted Fred.
"And I've never had such a bumping in my life .as I'm
getting in this wagon."
"You mustn't mind that, Art," laughed Frank. "Just
be thankful you're a.Ii ve."
"How much more is there of this sort of thing?" asked
Arthur, at length, as the tean1, at reduced speed, made its
way up a long, gentle slo·pe that hid all view ahead.
Fred appealed to his father for information, and Mr.
Leslie spoke to the driver.
"La.P az is right al1ead over the rise in the valley below,"
· was the substance of the man's resporue. ·
Sudcleni J the two leading mu les disappeared over the
edge of the rise and tumecl shai1Jly to the left.
As the wagon followed them the pa.r ty found themselves
without warning on the edge of a cliff which dropped some
sixteen hundred feet to a great basin, that looked like the

crater 0£ some enormous vo lcano--a basin ten miles or so
in diameter, with a vall ey stretching upward to the mountains, and another stretching downward to a remote distance.
"There's LaPaz no~v," shouted Fred, in some excitement, and his companions gazed downward to see a great
rec1-roofecl city spread out before them, while twenty-five
miles away rose the glorious, isolated, sno·wy mass of Illiruani-the mountain the Hon. Mr. Leslie had come all the
way from England to climb.
The road down was well laid out in zigzags, down which
the tillbury galloped at a fine pace, and in a ·short time
the-party entered the outskirts of the town.
CHAPTER VI.
RELICS OF THE PERUVIAN INCAS.

LaPaz from above looks fl.at; when you get among its
streets it is difficult to stand on the steeply inclined pave'"
ments.
The tilibury entered the town at what the boys thought .
to be a reckless pace.
"If an automobile cut up shinffi like this in a New Yoifk
street there'd be something doing mighty soon," said Frank.
"It's a wonder our wheels don't fly into disconnected
spokes. "
After swirling around one corner after another, a final
clash brought the covered wagon into the great square of
the town, and the team drew up before the Hotel LaPaz.
The party was soon installed in excellent rooms, well furnished and tl10roughly European. in aspect.
Next morniRg Mr. Leslie and the boys were laid up with
the sirocche, or mountain sickness~ caused by the altitude
they had reached.
In twenty-fom hours they were as well as ever again.
Theµ Mr. Leslie began his preparations for the ascent
of Mount Illimani, while the boys amused themselves by
taking in the town.
"What shall we do with ourselves, fellows ?" asked Arthur, with a yawn.
"I !mow what we might do, now that we're our own masters for a few days," said :Frank, with a grin; "that is, if
you chaps have any sand."
"Well, what might we do?" asked Arthur.
"We might go clown the valley and have a .hunt for the
buried city of Andes."
"The buried. city of the Andes!" exclaimed Freel, in some
surprise.
"Oh, you're joking, aJ·en't you ?" replied Arthur to his
chmn. "You don't mean to say that you take any stock
in that yarn? Why, that old sailor was the rankest liar
I ever listened to."
·
"What are you chaps talking about?" inquired Fred,
curiously.
"We met an old sailor one morning fishing from the
wharf on Franl0s father's property, and he told ns some'
stories about his experiences arnuni! the world tlrnt woulrl
have made Ananias, if he was alive, look like thirty cents.
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Among others, he said that he was right here in LaPaz
thirty years ago; that he started up the Illimani Mountain
with a party of climbers; that he got separated from the
party, lost his footing in a crevasse, I guess it was, and
fetched u'P several thousand feet below the snow-line; that
he tried to find his way out of the range, but got deeper
in and then the first thing he knew he discovered in a
'
'
small valley a town built either of pure silver or some stone
tha.t looked like it, inhabited by the descendants of the
Peruvian Incas. He told us how the people dressed, and
a lot of other rot about them. Finally he managed to make
his escape back to LaPaz. He said he was the first white
man who ever saw the hidden city of the Andes and lived
to tell the tale. Now what do you think of that?"
"I think it very strange," replied Fred, thoughtfully.
"Strange !" exclaimed Arthur. "I don't see anything
strange abo·u t it. The old rascal made the yarn up as he
went along. I have often wondered what he took us for.
I never thought Frank Of I looked like a pair of ch umps."
"I have a reason fpr saying I think it strange,'' said
Fred, quietly. "A week before the governor and I left
Bngland I bought a book-about the Andes at a: second-hand
store. I was eager to read up all I co·uld on the subject,
as I expected soon to see those wonderful mountains with
my own eyes."
"Well?" said Frank, with a look of interest.
"The book contained quite a good deal about the Incas
of Peru. You knnw how PizaJ~o conquered that colmtry
and made the Inca race subject to Spain?"
"Sure. I've read all about it," replied Frank.
"When Pizarro entered Peru he found the country occupied by two rival facti'on s-the adherents of Huascar, the
real heir to the crown, and the followers of Atahualpa, his
half-brother. Pizano, for reasons, sided with the latter
and helped him whip Huascar. This prince was taken
prisoner and put to death. His adherents and some of his
family fled the country. History is silent as to where
they went, though it was believed Bolivia was their destination. At any rate, this book said there is a legend that the
descendants of Huascar settled in the wilds of the Bolivian
Andes and founded the Silver City, which, ho1wever, no
white man has ever seen, nr, if any have, they never returned to civilization to tell the story of what the city was
like."
"That legend seems to tally with the story told by the
old sailor to Art and me, doesn't it?"
"It certainly does," replied Fred. "That's why I said
it looked strange to me. Can it be possible that such a city
really exists in the heart of these mountains?"
They talked the matter over until lunch hour, and were
about as wise on the subject as when tJ:iey started.
That afternoon they visited an old monastery on the
Qutskirts of the town.
One of the Fathers showed them about the institution.
The most interesting part of the old building was the
museum.

T'his conta.i ned a great many specimens of native handi\l'Ork of eru·ly days.
·
There were also a number of unique and valuable ornaments fashioned out of pure silver; some of which were
incrusted with pree:ious stones.
One was a silver head band, with a large topaz as a centerpiece.
.
Then there were several armlets and bracelets---the former heavy bands of pure silver, perfectly plain; the latter
two inches in width, and brilliant with small diamonds
in great profusion.
· 'rhe boys wanted to know if these were relics of the
Peruvian Incas.
The priest nodded.
"How long have they been in this monastery?" asked
Frank.
"l\fore than one hundred years," replied the monk.
"They put me in mind of the description of the ornawents which Tom Cox said were worn by the inhabitants
of the buried city of the Andes," remarked Frank, turning
toward his companions.
The monk pricked up his ears and turned a strange look
on the boy.
"What do you know about this buried city?" he askeu,
almost eagerly.
"I'll tell you if you want to hear the story."
"The priest expressed a desire to listen to it, whereupon
Frank narrated the alleged experiences of the ancient
rnru·iner in the Bolivian Andes thirty years before.
"There is a legend that a community of Incas, driven
from Peru at the time of the conquest of that country by
Pizarro, took refuge in a small valley in the heart of these
Cordilleras," ·replied the monk solel]lnly. "Efforts were
made two hllndred years ago, and at rare intervals since
up to the early part of the nineteenth century, to determine
the truth or falsity of the legend, but nothing ever came
of it. Two of our monks made the attempt one hundred
aud sixteen yeru·s ·a.go. They fai led of their object, but
they found those armlets and bracelets and head band in
an und ergro~d cavern far down in the range. Their supplies giving out, they were obliged to return, whkh they
only succeeded in doing after a great deal of difficulty and
almost incredible suffering. Nothing could induce them
to renew the search. Since then other monks have gone
in search of this phantom buried city, and have never returned. Many of the inhabitants of LaPaz in times pa.st
have organized expeditions for the same purpose, but not
one man of them all has ever come back to relate his experiences. The sailor from whom you heard the story
which you have just related to me was probably gifted with
a rare imagination and a good memory. It seems likely
that he visited LaPaz at some time in his lif~; heard the
legend of the Silver City, as it is called; came to this monastery like any of our visitors and saw these r elics ; and
then, r.ecalling the incidents of his sojourn here, when in
your co~pany put the story together, with such embellish-
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ments as a ready brain could contrive on the spur . of the
moment."
"Then you don't believe there is any real foundation in
fact for the legend of the 'buried city of the Andes?" said
Frank, disappointedly.
"Who shall say?" replied the monk, shrugging his shoulders.
.
And that was all they could get out of him, though the
boys each mad.e him a liberal donation, ostensibly for the
good of the monastery.
CHAPTER VII.
IN THE WILDS OF THE ANDES.

The sight of the relics of the Peruvian Incas, brought
by the two monks more than a hundred years before from
the very depths of the Bolivian Andes, as well as the little
the monk had said about the legend of the Silver City, fired
ilie imaginations of the three boys.
.
Finally they decided to make a trip to the Convent of
the Black Brotherhood, which was a two days' trip into the
heart of the Andes, and see if they could learn anything
there about the Silver City.
They spoke to the proprietor of the hotel, an Englishman, about it.
He said he would furnish them with an Indian guide,
also a native Bolivian to carry such supplies as they would
need.
The boys were enthusiastic over the expedition, and,
knowing they had no time to lose, every arrangement was
made for an ea;rly start on the following morning.
Each· of the party was provided with a stout mule, ancl
quite a few spectators around the square watched them
mount . their animals and start off in the cold morning air
along the cobble-stoned street.
In a few minutes the town was left behind, and the Toad
passeq through a sho·r l, deep cutting, which had doubtless
been worn down by ages of traffic.
,
The course they were now pursuing took them away from
evidences of civilization, and they gradually penetrated
into the wilds of the Andes, every mile seeming to carry
them lower dmvn.
The valley gradually narrowed to an immense gorge,
where steep cliffs approached one another from both sides,
and the scenery became wilder tlian ever.
"In twenty-four hours from now we ought to reach the
Convent of the Black Brotherhood," said Frank. "That is
as far from the mounta.ins as our guide will take us."
"Perhaps the Black Brotherhood can tell us something
more a.bout the legend of the Silver City than wfive learned
so far," said Fred.
"If they know anything I'll bet they won't give it away,"
said Arthur.
Frank asked their guide, who could speak fair English,
if the Convent of the Black Brotherhood was often visited
by peo·ple from LaPaz.
"Not often," he replied: "It is a tiresome thirty-sixhour trip to get there, and few care to attempt it."
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"What kind of looking place is it?"
"A long, rambling building, built on the edge of an unfathomable precipice."
"It must be a nice spot to live."
The guide shrugged his shoulders and went on eating in
silence.
"How would you like to spend the rest of your days in
a place like this?" asked Frank of his· companions, who
had been listening.
"Excuse me," replied Arthur. "I prefer civilization."
"Do these monks ever go up to LaPaz ?" Frank asked the
guide.
The man shook his head.
"'l'hey live and finally die out in this solitude?"
"Yes," replied the man.
"Why are they called the Black Brotherhood?"
"They dress in black gowns, with black hooda over their
heads. They never speak once they enter the four walls
of the convent."
"They must be a sociable set, upon my word," snickered
Arthur.
"They use signs, I suppose," said Frank. " What is
their object in living so far down the range, and out of the
track of life?"
"Faating and prayer."
"I should judge they stood a good deal of fasting, all
right," grinned Arthur, "for I haven't seen any evidences
of fertile ground for two hours."
"Thev live wholly on vegetables and fruit, which they
grow in the neighborhood," said the guide.
"That's a healthy diet, at any rate," remarked Arlhur.
''I suppose they live till they shrivel up and blow away?"
"They live to a good age, most of them. No one lives to
be old in LaPaz, for it is twelve thousand feet above the
sea."
"They must have a pretty good-sized cemetery there,
then. We'll have to take it in, fellows, when we get back."
They rested half an hour after finishing their meal, and
then, remounting their mules, proceeded on do·wn the
mountain.
They traveled at a fair speed along a narrow, beaten
track until darkness came upon them, catching them in a
dreary-looking defile, where they started a fire and cooked •
a pot of coffee.
The air was quite chilly, but nothing like as ~old as at
LaPaz.
Aftel' supper all hands wrapped themselves up in their
ponchos and gradually dropped off to oleep.
Soon after sunrise breakfast 'vas served, and then the
journey toward the Convent of the Black Brotherhood was
continued.
The scenery now was of the wildest and, in some respects,
grandest to be met with in that section of the range.
As noon was coming on they suddenly emerged into a
wide, amphitheater-like space, somewhat resembling one of
the small Colorado canyons.
Their path led them around the face of the wall, along
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a path scarci::_ly . more than two feet wide, ancl it gave the
boys a touch of the horrors to look down the sheer sides
of the precipice, anywhere from fifteen hundred to twentyfive hundred feet deep.
"Gee! I don't like this for a copper cent," quavered
Arthur, the perspiration oozing out on his hands and forehead through nervousness. "Suppose this mule 9,f mine
were to slip and go over? If I dared dismount, I'd get off
and walk."
There was not much chance of dismounting after they
had got started, like flies, upon their trip around the amphitheater.
As for the mules, they didn't seem to mind ·it at all.
They were sme-footed, and there was not one chance in a
hundred that they would slip. ·
The boys shut their eyes and ti'usted to luck and their
four-footed carriers.
At last they reached the opposite defile in safety, and
there drew a breath of great relief.

CHAPTER VIII.
THE MONASTERY OF '£1IL!J BLACK BIWTHEHIIOOD.

The monk who admitted th~m was dressed in a coarse
black gown, held at the waist by a piece of rope which had
.been dyed black, and his head and face were concealed within the folds of a black hood.
He pulled a dangling rope that hung from the ceiling
of the lodge, and a bell rang out three times on the still
night air.
It was the signal that strangers had anived to partake
of the hospitality of the brotherhood for the night.
, Presently two other monks, si!11ilarly attired, made their
~ppearance, and each grasping the leading rope of a mule,
led them into a courtyard, the boys and the two men following.
Not a word so far had been spoken, and the lads themselves were silent, under the impressi~n that all conversation was barred, though such was riot the case with respect
"I suppose we've got to return by the same road," said
to outsiders.
·
Arthur, with a kind of shudder. "That's the fiercest propThe visitors were led first to a lavatory, where they
osition I've ever been up against. I'd rather go through
a long, dark tunnel any day."
washed up, and then were conducted to a reception-room,

"This will be something to tell about when we get
home," said Frank, with a shaky sort of laugh.
"That was th e finest sight I ever saw in my life," said
Fred; "though I'm bound to say that I kept my eyes
closed the greater part of th e time. I only looked down
three times during the trip, and it gave me the shivers ea.ch
time."
"I should think that it would. I tried it once, ancl that
was enough for me. I didn't dare try it a.gain fo.r fear 1
should fall off the mule's back," said Frank.
"S
ay, talk about something else, will yo·u ?" put in Arth ur. "I'll bet I 'll J1ave a nightmare to-night over that
spot."

where they were left alone.
It was a plain, rather cheerless-looking apartment, lighted bv two narrow slits of windows placed out of reach.
T'he only illumination after dark was a. swinging bronze
lamp full of some kind of oil, on which a small ta.per
floated.
As may be supposed, it gave out but a dull light, ·leaving
the corner of the room in the grasp of the shadows.
"'l his is a queer old place, isn't it?" whispered Arthur.
"Puts one in mind of a.n old dungeon."
"It does that," replied Frank, in a low tone.
At that moment a tall, bon~r monk walked into the room
as silent]~, a.s a shad?w and paused before them.
'l he g11icle, who was no stranger to the convent and its
· J in
They took their lunch beside a small waterfaJl in a ro- peopl c, exp l amen,
•
spams1,
· l not a word OL.e w.11c1
] · l tirn bo,ys
mantic pass, and then resumed their journey.
unclerstoorl; that the three lad s had come from LaPaz to
_As thhe shades of evening were falling upon the moun- Yi~it the convent and pa.ss the night there.
t ams t ey came to another ser1"es OJ..e gian
• t prec1p1ces,
· ·
down
'I'he superior norldecl and left the room as he came.
th~' side of ~hich they slowly pushed their way.
"What a ghostly looking chap that was," said Arthur.
Yonder is the Convent of the Black Brotherhood," sai:d "Ts he the boss of the place?"
· t·mg to a l ow, ram bl"mg bm·1d·mg \ The guide said he was, ancl added that they
,
the guide . to Frank' porn
would presperched upon the summit of a straggling rock below them. , rntly be conducted to the ref.ectorv or e.ating-hall.
The boys looked with a great deal of curiosity at the
I~ a short time another black-~·obecl monk appeared and
made a sign for them to follow him.
place where they were going to pass the night.
He led them to a room with a low ceiling of rafters only,
The crags of the Andes rose all a:round .them, except at
one point not far from the convent wall, when they broke the furniture of which consisted of a long table 'SllIT~unded
away into a sma.Il green valley that was under cultivation. with three legged stools.
At one end five plates were spread, with knives and forks,
At last they reached the outer gate of the convent, a kind
of lodge, at which the guide rapped loudly.
cups, saucers and spoons, all of the plafoest description.
Presently a face appea1:ed at the wicket, then the gate
The visitors .took their places at the table and were
swung o;pen on great solid hinges, just as if they weTe ex- waited on by ano,t her monk.·
pected, and the boys found themselves within the walls of
When the party had ate all they wi shed, another monk
the .Convent of the Black Brotherhood.
appeared and led them to the bell tower, whence they had
1
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a view in the moonlight of the great black void on the edge
So the two boys hung around the monastery gate, waiting
for Fred to return, but an honr passed and he was still
of whic.:h the building stood.
"I ehouldn't want to drop clown into that awful depth," absent.
remarked Fred, as he hung over the wooden parapet.
"Some accident may have happened to him," saicl Frank,
"I should say not," replied Arthur.
anxiously. "We ought to go down the path after him."
Then they looked up and around at the wild, precipitous I "I'll send Sancho clown," said the guide.
crags of the great Andes standing out in bold relief in the
Sancho was the man who looked after the supplies.
moonshine, or lost in the deepest of shadows.
He was instructed and sent down the precipice pathway.
Dinner-time came and Sancho had not come back with
Each· of the visitors was shown to a separate, cage-like
room, fitted with a small iron bedstead and a three-legged information about Fred.
stool.
"I'm almost sure something has happened to him,"
The nnvelty of the situation kept Frank awake for some Frank said to Arthur. "He wouldn't remain away in this
fashion if he could help himself."
time.
Every quarter of an hour a bell clanged softly somewhere
After the monks had had their dinner a place was made
out in the_courtyard.
for the two boys and the guide and the meal was served '
Following the fourth qu:irter the hour was tolled.
to them.
Frank heard the bell twice, then he fell into a dreamless
Hardly had they finished their dinner before Sancho
1
sleep, from which he awoke to find the sun shining through made his appearance.
.
the slit of a window that opened above the precipice.
He reported that he had not seen Fred, but had found a
He dressed himself and made his way to the lavatory, paper attached to a. tree a thousand feet below.
wliere he found Arthur before him. ·
It had writing on it, in pencil, which he coulO. not underT'he guide and the other man soon appeared.
stand, and he had brought it back with him.
There were no signs, however, of Fred.
To the boys' surprise, it proved to be a communication
A monk soon appeared and ushered them into the re- from Fred, as follows:
fectory again, where their breakfast awaited them.
"Hello!" remarked Arthur, there are only four plates.
"Arn 4>llowing a strange clue that seems to point to the
Where's Fred's?"
Silver City. If I don't return by noon, and you find this,
Frank called the attention of the guide to this circum- follow me through tunnel below.
stance.
"FRED."
He spoke to the attendant monk.
Th'e reduse produced a pacl and pencil a.n d wrote som.eCHAPTER IX.
think in Spanish, which the guide translated to the boys.
THE CLUE.
"Your companion had his breakfast two hours ago."
"We've simply got to follow hiili," said Frank, after
"Two hours ago!" exclaimed Frank, in surprise.
reading the paper out aloud to Arthur. "It's more than
"And went outside the convent."
an hour past noon now."
"Oh, all rigfit," answered Frank. "He's stuck on the
"I'd give something to know what kind of a, clue he's
~cenery around here, I guess, and rose early to take a good found," replied his churn.
look at it.H
"The only way to find out is to tag after him."
"Do vou want to go out in the fields?" asked the guide,
"That's what we'll do. Put it up to our guide."
a fte.r breakfast.
Frank explained to the man that they had decided to
The two boys said yes, so the guide led the way out into follow their conipanion 9-own the cliff.
the little valley, where a dozen of the monks were working.
T'he gi.1ide, however, objected strenuously.
Their hoods were throw~ back on their shoulders, so that
He said it was a perilous undertaking to any one not actlie boys got a good view of their mgged though solemn .;ustomed to mountain climbing, and there was nothing to·
faces.
see that warranted the risk.
After spending half an hour in the fields, Frank, Arthur
"But Mr. I1es1ie's son has gone down there, ancl he wrote
and the gi.1ide returned to the convent, expecting to find on tha.t paper that he wants us to follow him through a
Fred waiting for them.
tunnel to some point he did not specify."
There was no sign of him, however.
The guide shook his head, and said that he'd send Sancho
"I wonder where he went?" said Frank.
on again, after he had had his dinner, with instructions to
He asked the guide to make inquiries.
bring Freel Leslie back.
The man found a monk who had seen Fred ta.ke the path
This did not satisfy the boys, ex9ited as they were over
down the mountain about two hours before.
Fred's intimation that he had found a clue to the buried
"Where does that lead to?" asked Frank.
city.
They insisted that all four should go on until they over"To the foot of these precipices," answered the guide.
"No one goes clown there-at least, not very far. He'll be took their companion.
A good deal of argument on the subject ensued, but
back in a little while."
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Frank was :firm in his demand, and in the end the guide
reluctantly yielded.
He insisted that the scheme was foolish, and that the
risk must be on their own heads.
"All right,'' replied Frank. "The risk shall be ours.
We don't propose to let Fred get into any trouble if we
.
can help it."
Half an hour afterward, preceded by the guide aill.d followed by Sancho, with a bundle of provisions on his back,
Frank and Arthur started down the narrow pathway which
wound around the giant ~li:ffs.
They soon found, as the guide had warned them, that
the journey was full of clanger, particularly to persons inexperienced in such kind of traveling.
But the two boys possessed their full share of American
pluck and endurance, and they were not going to be outshone by an English lad, who showed nerve enough to lead
the way alone.
Their path was beset with small rocks and huge boulders, and often encumbered with shrublike growths just
corn.ing into leaf.
The ~escent :finally led down to a gulley, where Sancho
pointed out the tree on which the paper had been secured.
"There is a tunnel below here," said Frank. "Fred wrote
that we should follow him into that."
The guide shrugged his shoulders, and they went on till
they came out into a broad slope, which stretche d steeply
down into the heart of the range, narrowing as it went.
To descend further in a straight line without ropes and
mountain pikes was practically out of the question, and
the guide called their ·attention to that fact.
"That humel must be somewhere around here, then,''
sajd Frank, "for Fred never went down there."
The boys hunted among the bushes for it, while the men,
who seemed to have no interest in this expedition, sat on
a rock and conversed together in Spanish.
No doubt the reckless conduct of the boys was the subject of their remarks.
Frank suddeuly came upon a smooth place on the rocks.
He gazed at it in surprise, for it was covered with strange
hieroglyphics surrounding a pictured representation of the
sun.
An arrow head pointed into a cleft into the rocks.
"Come here, Art," he called excitedly. "I guess this is
the clue Fred ~eferred to in the paper."
Of course, neither Frank nor Arthur could make head or
tail out of the i.nscription, but the meaning of the arrowhead seemed plain enough.
"Here's a paper stuck against the rock," said Arthur,
eagerly grasping it.
It contained the following words in pencil:

dred years ago, but to my eye its distinctness points to a
much later origin. The arrow-head pointing into the cleft
evidently is significant of something. I believe more than
ever in the actual existence of an Inca town buried in the
depths of this range. If we can find it, and then be able
to return to civilization, it will make us famous.
"FR.En."

"I wonder if we are really on the right track to Silver
City," said Arthur, eagerly, as they entered the cleft and,
striking a match, found that they were in a tunnel that led
,
gently downward.
"Then you are beginning to think that the ancient
mariner was not such a liar, after all?" laughed Frank.
"I am not willing to admit that he actually went to the
buried city, as he asserted," replied his chum. "He could
have picked up enough material in LaPaz to manufacture
a yarn out of. The fact that he probably sprung a fake
story on us that morning does not disprove the theory that
the buried city really does exi.st somewhere in this range!'
"That's true; but, still, it's funny that nobody in thi~
progressive age has seen fit to follow the legend up!'
"I'll bet lots of people have tried it, but gave up on account of the many perils they had to face."
"Danger only incites the right kind of person to greater
effort"
"Admitting that it does, not one person in a hundred
venturing this way would have discovered th-0se hieroglyphics and the anow pointing into this tunnel. They
would have turned back after Reeing the impossibility of
descending the slope except with the help of a long ·rope.
Even if they were provided with every facility for getting
down the gully, they would only be going the wrong way, if
there is. anything in the arrow-head."
"The arrow is plainly intended as a guide to some place,"
~a id Frank, "else it wouldn't be cut in this rock. Whether
its meaning is of any use at this late day is quite another
question."
"Well, let's get a move on," said Arthur, impatiently.
"We ought to have torches to explore this tunnel."
"They would be a great advantage," 3'dmitted Frank;
"for there's no telling what pitfalls might spring up in
our path. But I'm afraid we'lrhave t.o get along without
them."
Frank returned to the spo·t where the guide and Sancho
E<at in the sunshine.
The boy explained that he had found the tunnel, down
which he was satis:fiecl their companion had gone, and that
he and Arthur were ready to proceed.
The guide and his companion followed Frank to the
clef~ :n the rocks and looked in.
"You say he go in here?" asked the man, with a dmtbt"To Frank and Arthur: I · am going to see where this ful expression on his face. "How you know that?"
"'Ye found this paper here,'' said Frank. "Fred wrote
tunnel leads to, and then return to the monastery, unless
you meet me on the way. The sun inscription on the face it and left it here for us to find when we came this wa,y."
of the rock outside was certainly mac1e by Peruvia.ns of the, It was evident enough that neither of the men cared to
Inca variety . .It may have been cut out two or three bun- J continue on through the tunnel.
0
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If Fred Leslie had been foolish enough to venture in
there, the guide reasoned that he stood a small chance of
coming out again.
Frank pointed the arrow out to him, arguing that that
'ms a good sign that the tunnel led to some definite end,
Lut the guide was not convinced of the fact. '
He advised the boys to give up furth er search for their
companion and turn back to the monastery.
"Not on your life, we won't," replied the boy, sturdily.
''We're going to find Fred first. \Ve wouldn't shake him
:in that fashion. We're not built that way."
Tlrn guide didn't understand the English slang expres·
sions used by Frank in hi s impetuous way, but he did un·
derstand that the boys were determined on entering the
tunnel.
He turned to Sancho and they talked the matter over
for a quarter of an hour before the latter r eluctantly agreed
to accom pany the boys.
~
"We must have torches," saic1 the guide.
"Where are we going to get such things?" asked Frank.
"We make," replied the man.
Four long torches were pnt together by Sancho and
soaked in a resinous gum produced by a tree growing. on
the mountainside.
Lighting these, the party entered the tunnel.
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report Fred lost in the mountains. He understands that
a certain responsibility attaches to him as our conductor."
"Suppose that we don't find Fred at the encl of this
hmnel; what do you suppose Manuel will s1o ?"
"I have no idea what he will do. He is a very uncer·
tain proposition."
"If he refuses to go any further, what are we going to
do about it."
"I can't say what we will do lmtil the time comes. I
hope to find Fred waiting for us at the far outlet of thi :;;
undergrnund passage. He would be very foolish to Ycntnrc
into a:J?.Y situation that would make .it a difficult matkr
for us to find him. It's mighty easy to lose oneself in the:;c
mountains."
"I'll bet it is. It seems to be plain sailing. so far. EYen
without our g11icle we could ea;: ily find our \vay back to the
monaste1'Y from this point."
1
"That's becau f:e we foll owed a straight path down the
cliffs, and we can't very well go astray in this tunnel, so
far as I have seen."
"I suppose that's the way Fred figured the matter; but
I should think he'd have thought of his stomach. He ought
to be hungry by this t ime, am1 there is.n't an~' chance of hi s
finding anything to r elieve his hunger down here."
"He relies on us to fetch something along,"
"That's all right; but it was reckless of him to depend
CHAPTER X.
cm
those papers he put up as guides to his progress aild
THE UNDERGROUND P.ISSAOE.
intentions.
A wind might have come up and blown them
The tunnel had evidently once upon a time, prob abl y ·
~
·
away."
ages ago, been an underground waterway.
"It's my opinion he rnereey crune clown the precipice for
In no other way could its existence be acco·u nted for.
the
novelt~· of the thing, for he left no word of his inten·
The guide walked in advance, swinging his torch aloft:
the two boys followed at hi s heels, and Sancho brought up tions at the monastery. He clearly expected to return long
before dinner-time; but when he ran across that inscripti()n
in the rear of the procession.
The tunnel maintained a uniform height of eight feet on the face of the rock, with it's Inca representation of the
sun, and saw the arrow-head pointing into the tunnel, his
and a width of six as they advanced down the slope.
T'hey could see nothing a11ead of them at any time but head, alread:1' filled with thoughts of the Silver City, got
excited over the situation, and he r ecklessly started to ex·
intense blackness.
"We appear to be goil).g clown into the bowels of the plore this tunnel alon e. I am satisfi ed he has pondered
earth,'' said Frank. "I don't see how Fred had the nerve more oYer this buried city of the Andes than we ever have
oursehes. I'll bet he has implicit faith in its existence."
to come all this way by him self in the dark."
"It would take an awful lot of faith to get me to come
"He's got good backbone, all right," saic1 Arthur, in
down
here by my lonesomeness," replied Arthur.
some admiration. "If I had been in his shoes I should
"Fred
is an enthusiastiq chap. When he gets an idea in
have returned to the monastery to get the rest of the party
his
head
he follows it out to the limit."
to accompany rne."
"I
call
this tunnel the limit," said Arthur. "There
"If he had come back that would ha.ve been tl1e end of
doesn't
seem
to be any end to it. We must have walked
the enterprise."
a mile already."
"Why would it?"
"We've come some distance, that's a fact."
"Because Manuel, om· guide, would never have con·
"Who knows but we may fetch up in China?" grinned
sented to come down this way on a purely exploring expediArthur.
tion."
"Not if we had promised to pay him extra?"
"We might keep on until we reach the foot of the range."
"I don't think so. It is only because he knows Fred's
"Down near sea.level, eh? That would give us a twelvefather is a person of some considerable importance in Eng- thousand.foot climb to get back to LaPaz again-no fool
land, and has been received in LaP az by a.11 the chief func- of a job."
tionaries, that he is reluctantly putting himself out to
"Over two English- miles."
search for the boy. He is afraid to return to LaPaz and : The tunnnel now swung around suddenly to the left and
0
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'l'en minutes more of this kind of traveling, and then
expanded into ~n immense rotunda, the roof of which was
the tunnel seemed to grow less dark.
lost in the obscurity above.
Here they saw evidences that man had occupied the
"Our eyes ru·e getting used to the gloom," said Frank.
place for some purpose not apparent to their eyes.
"Or else we're drawing near an opening," replied Arthur.
'I'he solid rock had been cut out in great pillars at one
The words were scarcely out of his mouth before they
end of the room, if it might be called such, while in a cen- came to an abrupt turn in the tunnel, and they saw a glimtral spot midway between the pillars stood an immense mering of light a hundred yards ahead.
flat rock, which showed that it had been fashioned into its
They hastened their steps, and, reaching that point where
shape by rude implements of some kind.
the tunnel turned again, they saw the opening and the light
Upon its widest side, facing the length and breadth of of day streaming into it.
the room, was a clear representation of an immense sun,
"Hurrah!" shouted Arthur. "We have reached the encl
rays flashing away from it in every direction.
of this underground passage at last."
The stone had been cut away behind to make a platform,
All hands made a simultaneous ru sh for the open air.
four feet lower, and this was reached by a series of wide
They now found themselves in the bite of a narrow valsteps.
ley literally covered with green foliage, while high above
Manuel, the guide, and his companion, Sancho, were their heads rose the rocky sides of the mountain range, till
clearly astonished at what they saw, and jabbered together its numeroiis peaks and crags seemed lost in the blue ether
in Spanish.
oi the sky.
\
"Well, what do you think now, Art?" asked Frank.
All hands sat down for a needed rest, for they were now
"Here is more evidence of Inca civilization. I shouldn't aware for the first time that they were fatigued by · their
be surprised if we were somewhere on the outskirts of the long journey through the tunnel.
buried city."
"It begins to look like it," replied Arthur. "It has the
CHAPTER XI. .
THE BURIED CITY.
appearance of either a public gathering place or a temple
of religious wo·r ship."
"It'~ clear that we're a long way down the range,'' said
"That's what. I should think Fred would have halted Frank, glancing around the spot. "'Phe air feels warm and
here to . a.wait our appearance, but there is no sign of him. dense. There's a great difference between this locality and
This is a long distance from the monastery."
La.Paz."
"I should remark. I'm getting kind of peckish myself, · "Well, I should snicker," grinned Arthur.
and we hacl a good dinner before we started on this trip."
"The important question which now presents itself is,
After seeing all they wanted to see, ancl becoming con- where is Fred?"
scious that their torches would not last much longer, the
"That's so. Where is he?"
guide was for retracing their steps and giving Fred up for
As far as the four col1ld see there was not the sign of a
human being in that vicinity.
lost.
But Frank would not stand for such a proposition.
He has led us a long and anxious chase," went on Frank,
To turn back would be to desert their companion, who "and I think it is high time that he let up on us."
had gone a11 ead with the rrtmost confidence ihat his friends
"I think so myself," replied Arthur. "If we leave the
would surely follow to rejoin him ultimately.
.
mouth of the tunnel we sta~d a first-class chance of miss"We've gone too far to turn hack now. We're only haJf ing him altogether."
a day's march from the monastery, anyway, arn1 we've pro"Oh, we can go a• little way up this vallev,'' said Frank,
visions enough to sec us through for several days. I'm "without missing him if he is here, for it's too narrow m1d
going to see this thing out. If you fellows don't want to open to pass any one unobserved."
"('roceecl further, let us have the provisions and you can
"We can't stay here long and expect to clo anything, for
f!,O back."
it will soon be dark," a.n swered Arthur. " I move we have
That 'rn;.i Frank's n ltimatum to the guide, an cl Manuel a bite of our provender and then move on."
V.'as afraid to de~crt them, lest the consequences descend on
This suggestion was acted on.
his own heacl.
Sancho unstrapped his pack and distributed a certain
So they hunted around till they found the continuation quantity of provisions among the four, which th ey washeil
n1 the tunnel, now much larger than before, and they con- 1 clown with cool water from a wicker-covered bottle he had
tinued on into the obscurity, the descent being now notice- brought along.
ably steeper.
Rested and refreshed, the party started on once again,
The course of the tunnel was now tortuous, or corkscrew with the boys in the lead.
fashion.
After advancing perhaps a fifth of a mile the valley
For half an hour they kept on, until the last torch swung abruptly to the right, ancl then the party was treated
dropped to the ground, leaving them in total darkness; to a genuine surprise.
then, for fear of an unexpected pitfall, they began feeling
Right before them stood a solid-looking one-storied
their way along the wall.
building that had evidently once been white, but it was
'
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now stained and discolored by exposure to the weather of .were hustled forward up the green embankment and around
numberless years.
a jutting cliff, where they caught their first view of the
It possessed several narrow, unprotected openings that buried city of the Andes-the Silver City of the descend8erved as windows, and a wide doorway without any sign ants of the ancient Incas of Peru.
of a door,
Even in the gathering dusk the strange town presented
The general color of the building wa.s that of tarnished an impressive,effect.
It consisted of perhaps a hundred or more one-story
silver.
At right angles to it was another building, of similar houses, each erected in the center of a square plot of ground
size, but of odd design.
of emerald greenness, and each as like its neighbor as one
Diamond-shaped and square panels of a gark stone were pea to another.
All were built of some stone Whose burnished whiteness
set into the whiter rock at regulru· intervals down to a level
with the top of the doorway, while the rest of the structure would have dazzled the unaccustomed eye in the sunshine.
wa.s put together with a burnished brick, which gave it a
They were lined up with mathematical precision, with a
silvery effect in such places as had escaped the worst of the walk composed of fine white sand from the single doorway
weather.
to the broad, straight street.
Both buildings were without any sign of life.
These streets crossed one another like the squares of a
"The Silver City!" mechanically escaped the lips of both checker-board.
boys, as they stood and gazed almost open-moJthed at the
Exactly in the center of the town was one building of
two houses.
unusual size and height, as compared with the others, and,
The guide and Sancho also uttered exclamations in instead of a flat roof, was furnished with a great dome,
Spanish.
which shone with a weird luster.
Whether or not these buildings were a part of the leg~ndAt regular intervals all around the four sides of this
1
ary buried city was not yet certain, but the impression pro- central building were enormous white columns capped with
a ball of glistening metal, similar in luster to the dome
duced on the boys was that they were.
The silvery gloss was plain enough in spots to prove that itself.
when new they must have closely resembled that precious
Viewed from above and at a distance, tke whole town
metal.
looked like a collection of dazzlingly white model houses
"We must be on the outskirts of the town proper," said J set down with great exactitude upon a brilliantly green
Frook, in a voice quivering with excitement. "The next' carpet, with a wide border all around it of emerald-tinted
turn in the valley may take our breath away."
foliaga.
After feasting their eyes on the two houses, the boys
As the prisoners viewed it from a slight elevation, and
advanced again, but this time with some caution, for, close at hand, it presented a truly remarkable picture, and
though the valley was as silent as the grave, and appar- Frank and Arthur did not for a moment doubt that they
ently as tenantless as a desert, they could not tell what were actually gazing on the Silver . City of the ancient
awaited them further on.
mariner's yarn.
Right before them was a verdure-clad elevation, and they
But the circumstances surrounding their introduction
were advancing to mO'Ullt it, when Arthur suddenly called to it were not of a nature to make them feel particularly
his companion's attention to a tunnel-like opening in the happy.
mountainside on their left.
There was a sinister purport in the hostile attitude of
"Let's see what that is, Frank," said Arthur. "It looks the natives that caused a chill ,of apprehension as to their
1
as though it was something more than a natural opening in future to course up and down their spines.
the rock."
They were prisoners of a strange people, whose habits
As tlrn two boys, who were in the lead, approached the and customs were probably totally at variance with the rest ·
hole in the mountainside, three fierce-looking natives rose of the world.
from tl1e ground and barred their way with poised spears.
A people to whom civilized usages were doubtless un"Good gracious!" exclaimed D~dley, instinctively throw- i known, as they them selves were unknown to civilization.
ing up hi s arm .
I In the very heart of the Andes, they could, if threatened
"By the great hornspoon !" ejaculated Arthur Hale, with death, look for no help from the outside. ,
stopping short, aghast.
' In their present situation they were practically dead to
Then both boys clapped their hands to their hip-pockets, the world.
where they .carried the seven-shooters they had brought
After taking in the wonderful picture as a wl1ole, the
with them from New York. .
boys turned their attention toward the one prominent edi"But they did not draw them, for at that moment, with fice, in the center of the town, toward which it appeared
a chon1s of shrill cries, half a hundred of nearly naked they were being hurried by the triumphant squad of natives
natives rushed out o·f the opening and surrounded the boys, who surrounded them and cut off all hope of escape, if any
1
the guide and the man Sancho.
lsuch thing was in their minds.
. With cries of triumph and exultation the four prisoners ' That this was a place of wo•rship seemed reasonable to
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suppose from the number of white-robed people who at
that moment were either entering it through its wide-open
portals between columns of shimmering metal, or wending
their way toward it along every street, and also because of
a white smoke which rose through an opening in the roof,
as if from an altar fire:
To further confirm such a belief, th'e faint sound of
sweet music arose in the air from the interior of the building, mingled with the sonorous chanting of many voices.
CH APTER XII.
WORSHIP OF THE SETTING SUN.

When the crowd of natives with their prisoners reached
the foot of the main street, which led directly up to the portals of the central building, they came to a pause, and
their cries ceased like magic.
It seemed as though an invisible wall held them back
at the very portals of the Silver City.
All but the eight who held the arms of the prisoners, and
stood immovable like so many graven images, prostrated
themse1ves in the shrubbery in attitudes of reverence.
The two boys stood almost together oh the very edge of
the creamy white pavement and watched the white-robed
inhabitants of the Silver City walking singly and in groups
up the wide steps of the dome-crowned edifice.
They seemed to be a higher order of people from the
Clark-skinned, athletic and lightly-clad men who had capt1ued the visitors to the valley.
But the boys were not near enough to form any idea of
their personality.
There seemed to be no doubt, however, that the prisoners
would shortly be brought face to face with those who were
in authority over the buried citv.
and woman had entered
At last every white-robed
the building, which· the boys afterward learned was the
'l'emple of the Sun, and a stillness like that of dea.th fell
upon the valley for several minutes.
'Mien, as if from a preconcerted signal, a preon of praise
rose from the throat of every person within the temple.
While the glow of the setting sun lingered upon the
snow-clad peak of far-away Illimani the chant continued.
As it died away into-a purple tint the weird song subsided in intensity.
At length the light faded entirely away from the glacier,
and then silence fell once more upon the temple and
valley alike.
A dense white vapor ascended heavenward through open, ings in the dome, and the still evening air became loaded
with a sweet-smelling incense.
Once more rose the sweet chorus of young girls mingled
with the chant of the priests.
As the cadence rose and fell, like the swelling and receding not es of some great organ in a vas~ church, the boys
seemed ro forget their unusual and ticklish surroundings
in the wonderful impressiveness of the invisible service
they were listening to.
One girlish soprano voice soared above all the others, of

rn;n

unparalleled sweetness and power, every note ,as clea.r as a
silver bell, and as Frank listened to it his emotional nature
was stirred to its very depths, while his eyes grew humid
and moist.
That voice maintained its supremacy to the last, dropping in exact proportion as the chorus and chant dropped,
and its last liquid note trembled on the air and vibrated
through the valley on the wings of the silence which _succeeded.
Then the white-robed people issued in a stream from the
temple, but instead of dispersing they gathered in a mass
in the immediate vicinity of the building.
A score, perhaps, of white-clad girls next came out, but
instead o.f descending the steps, as the others had done,
they spread themselves out along the portico.
A white-haired man made his appearance with a measured stTide.
An imnfense ruby, surrounded by a glittering array of
almost priceless diamonds, flashed from the center of the
diadem which encircled his venerable brow.
His bare arms were ornamented with a pair of massive
circlets of solid beaten gold.
Similar bands, but not so heavy, surrounded his wrists,
and these were thickly studded with jewels.
Over a white attire· similar to that wom by the other
people was a sort of vestment on which was emblazoned in
!Jrilliant tints the figure of the ·sun, with rays projecting
from it in every direction.
This figure, astonishing as it may seem, was fashioned
entirely of topaz and rubies, and was a wonderful piece of
handiwork.
Following on the heels of the old man came six men of
varying ages, all dressed exactly like the priest, but in much
less impressive way, and in a descending scale to correspond with their rank.
The •rank and file of the inhabitants bowed their heads
in token of respect for these exalted personages as they
passed out of the temple and finally paused on the lowest
step.
The prisoners and their native conductors could barely
see this ceremony from where they stood, owing to the
gathering darkness and the distance which intervened.
At some signal from the high priest a score of boys
sprang out of the temple with fl.ashing torches and took
their places in certain elevated position.s, the glare of their
lights throwing a weird radiance upon the scene.
A second signal came from the priest, }lid a dozen
strong-limbed young men ca.me forward and bowed one
knee before him. /
The priest issued some command to them.
Instantly they rose, turned around and ll:larched in a
body rapidly down the main street toward the spot where
the natives and their prisoners were drawn up in silent
array.
They halted on the inner edge of the pavement while
one of their number, a handsome lad of perhaps eighteen,
whose brow was encircled with a narrow golden band with~
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out ornament, while his companions wore silver ones, aa- l Frank understood not a word he said.
vanced and addressed the natiYes in a tone strange to the
N evertheles;;;, ·he replied in good English, though conprisoners' ears, but musical and pleasing.
vinced that his words would be equally unintelligible to
A stalwart native advanced a foot and replied in a lan- the priest.
guage somewhat similar, though harsher in tone.
The religious head of the Silver City listened attentively,
While talking he pointed to the prisoners, and seemed and then motioned Frank aside, speaking some words to
to be giving an account of how they had appeared in the the handsome young man, who at once placed himself bevalley.
side his prisoner.
When he had concluded and fallen back an10ng his felThe high priest then spoke to Arthur, and, having lislows, the young man advanced a.nd looked closely at each tened to his reply, assigned another of the young men to
of the prisoners.
take charge of him.
His gaze rested longest on the handsome, manly coun:!vfanuel, the guide, now came in for his share of attentenance of Frank Dudley, who met his look unflinchingly, tion.
like the fearless lad he was.
His reply was in Spanish, and a frown gathered upon
The young man finally tapped Frank on the breast and the face of the priest.
motioned to him to come forward .
When Sancho also answered in Spanish, the frown be'His attitude seemed almost friendly, and the boy obeyed. came darker.
Then in turn he tapped Arthur, Manuel, the guide, and,
The high priest issued some orders to the other young
last of all, the sullen-faced Sancho, and ordered them in men.
pantomime to fall in behind Frank in single file, which
They formed close ·about the guide and his associate an<l
they did, Manuel and Sancho most umrillingly.
marched them off down the street to where the natives were
At a signal the other young men closed in around them, still waiting.
and then the party started up the white payed street toward
:Manuel a.nd Sancho were turned over to them, and the
the portal of the temple, where the high priest stood, with v:hole crowd set off with their two prisoners, shrieking, and
his assistants around him in a sem icircle, the girls on the talking, and gesticulating violently.
·
steps behind, with one of their number, a young virgin of
'I'he high priest now made a signal, and the inhabitants
surpassingly · loveliness, whose jeweled diadem flashed in began to melt away in groups to their several homes.
the light of the torches, a step in advance.
The girls, with the single exception of the beautiful one
As the prisoners came within the glow cast by the torches in achance, disappeared into the temple.
they had a good view of the congregated inhabitants of the
The high priest, followed by his assistants, moved in
Silver City.
solf>rnn procession up to one of the sections of the building.
In color they were man y degrees lighter than the native
There the six priests parted from the high priest, who
popula,tion of the valley, who appeared to be slaves or serfs entered the ed ifice, and, returning in a body, entered the
of the better class.
other side sections of the temple building.
ThEtir attire was composed of spotless white robes, withAll the torch-bearers but one vanished; he accompanied
out sleeves, ga.thered at the waist by a stiff cloth girdle of the beautiful gi rl down to where Frank and Arthur stood
the same color.
beside the two young men.
The only difference between the male and female dress
Her glance rested a moment on Frank's face, and the
was that the latter was longer, reaching quite to the ankles, boy• thouaht
her the loveliest girl he had ever seen in his
0
and more voluminous in its folds, while it wa.;; much lower life.
in the neck.
That was also Arthur's opinion.
The men wore plain silver armlets and wristbands ; the
Preceded by the torch-bearer, she walked to the house
women jeweled ones.
on the eastern side of the temple and entered it.
Each wore a silver band around the forehead, without
The handsome young man indicated to Frank in friendly
ornamentation.
pantomime that he was to accompany him.
He led the way to the same house, and soon Dudley stood
This was the costume of the majority. .
There were others whose head bands, armlets and brace- within the portals of one of the buildings of the Silver
lets were ornan1~nted with precious stones in keeping with City, while at the same moment Arthur Hale was introduced by the other young man to one of the dwellings
their ra.n k in the commumty.
This select body stood on the right hand of the high close by.
"
priest and his assista.nts.
The prisoners were lined up before the high priest for
CHAPTER XIII.
inspection, as it were.
THE TEMPLE AND TREASURE.
He looked at each critically, his gaze dwelling longer
Frank soon had evid ence that he was not to be treated
on Frank and Arthur than on Manuel and Sancho.
1like a prisoner, and he felt exceedingly gratified and reFinally he addressed himself to Dudley in a rich and lieved.
musical tone.
H e found himself in a large, square room, furnished
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with stone seats and lounges, equipped with soft stuffed
coverings.
It was the main or reception-room of the house.
Doors covered with a white flowing drapery led to other
rooms beyond.
The roof was open to the air, being divided in four sections by stone cross-pieces supported by a central column
that was highly polished till it shone like burnished silver.
A circular stone table surrounded this column, and here
the meals of the household were served twice a day.
Frank subsequently discovered that the g;eneral furnishings of the house were on a much more comfortable
scale than he had had any idea of at first.
The handsome young man, whose name he subsequently
discovered was Rollo, tried to impress the fa.ct upon him
in pantomime that he was to make himself at home.
Frank appeared to grasp his meaning, and smiled gratefully.
By the young man's orders a meal was specially prepared
for him by a native girl, for the family dinner was over
two hours before.
It was served on silver plates, and, whatever it was composed of, it proved quite palatable to the boy.
When he had finished, and the dishes had been taken
away, the beautiful young girl, whom Frank subsequently
found out was the young man's sister, appeared with an
?dd kind of stringed instrument, and she sang and pla.yed
m a manner so ravishing as to quite astonish our young
hero.
He recognized her voice as tlie soprano which had led
in the service in the temple at sunset, though on this occasion she sang so low that the sound did not penetrate
to any great r1isumce.
Both brother.and sister acted in an exceedingly friendly
·manner toward their visitor, though, of course, all thei.r
ro~nmunication with him lrnd to be carried on in pa.ntomirne.
At nine o'clo.ck Frank was shown to an inner room, also
open to the sky, where he found a comfortable lounge, on
which he rested through the night.
Next morning he hreakfasted with the brother and sister,
ancl thereby under1'tooc1 that their parents were probably
dead, and they the sole occupants o·f the house.
After the meal he sat for an hour with the girl, whose
uarne was Alma, each trying to ma.ke themselves understood by the other.
Th ey met with poor success, but t'he girl seemed to ·take
great delight out of the tete-a-tete, laughing musically at
their blunders, anrl at the same' time casting many an admiring glance at the handsome young American.
By and by Rollo reappeared and motioned Frank to follow him.
When the boy took up his hat, Alma took it from him
and examined it closely, with exclamations of surprise.
She put it on her own shapely head and looked at her
brother roguishly, whereat Rollo smiled in a pleased way,

but shook his head as if he did not particularly approve
of the effect it produced in her.
She then placed it on her brother's head and danced
gleefully around him.
All this proved very amusing to Frank, who was obliged
to admit that the hat was not an improvement to the attire
of the Silver City people.
·
Alma then removed her brother's head band and placed
it on Frank's head, noting the effect with critical earnest-

ness.
Evidently she greatly preferred it to the American hat.
After that Rollo and his guest left the house and came
ought on the broad, white street.
The sun was already several hours high, but it would
not shine down into the valley until nearly noon, and then.
but for a short time, so ·hidden was the Silver City in the
depths of the range.
The morning services, which took place exactly at SlIDrise, were gone through · while Frank lay asleep, consequently he had no kno·wledge of the fact.
The inhabitants of the Silver City were either strolling
through their white thoroughfares or seated in their reception-rooms entertaining one another or friends who dropped
in to visit them.
Rollo lecl Frank to tlie third hot1se from his own, and
there Arthu~ was found.
The two boys were glad to meet each other again.
"Well, old man, how did you get on since we were
obliged to separate last night?" inquired Art.
"First class," replied Frank, thinking of the lovely girl
who had laid herself out to make things cheerful for him.
"Glad to hear it," replied Arthur. "T'he people of the
Rih·er City do not seem to be such bad persons as we
feared they were at first."
"I should say tliey're not," answered Frank, em.phatically.
'
"The question that interests me very much is, what do
they really mean to do with us? So far they've treaten
me as if I was a nob. Is this thing going to be kept up?
And will they allow us to leave the valley when we exptes~
:in intention to clo so? You know what that ancient
mariner said.:__though I still maintain that he was a great
liar-that he was the only white man who ever saw the
hidden city of the Andes and lived to tell the tale. I think
he said that the people treated him in :fine shape, but that
their ultimate intentions toward him were of a sinister
nature-they proposed, if I remember rightly, to serve him
np at a certain time as a. sacrifice to their gods. I hope
we're not in foT m1ything like that, chum. It would be
altogether too rough on us."
"I don't think there is any danger of that thing happening," reassured Frank. "These people ·seem very far from
being blood-thirsty, either in their religion or otherwise."
"It is to be hoped you are right. But how about Fred?
Is he a prisoner here, too?"
"I couldn't tell you," replied Frank. "I don't see how
we're going to find out as we can't converse with those peo-
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!Jle, or make oursehres understood except by signs, which is the numberless plates, cornices, bands, and images of gold,
a universal, but not decidedly unsatisfact.ory, language."
until the tern ple seem.eel to glow with a sunshine more
"H worked pretty well between me and that chap who intense than that of nature.
seems to have charge of me," said Arthur. "We got along
It was under these conditions that Frank and Arthur
·
famously."
saw the ter:iple, and the impression it left on their minds
~'Then if you're such an expert pantomimist, go and try was never wiped o·ut.
your luck on him ·with reference to Fred."
After leaving the temple the young men took the boys
Arthur seemed doubtful about the experiment, but he to the treasure-room, and here their eyes 'vcre fairly dazzled
was willing to try as he was eager to hear some tidings with the display of jewels, and lumps of beaten gold and
about their English friend.
silver with which the room was fairly crowded.
The young man's name was Alazan, though of course the
There were several men at work here fashioning bead
boys had no way of knowing that.
bands, bracelets, and a score of other articles out of the
.AJazan and Rollo were conversing together when Arthur precious meta.ls, and incrusting some of them with precious
interrupted them with his pantomimic efforts.
stones.
They bo,t h watched his motions attentively.
This room had no opening on the outer air, but its enArt began by holding up one finger and then pointing at trance through the interior of the temple building was just
Frank; a second finger, and then pointing to himself; a as open and unguarded as the doorway of any house in the
third finger, and pointing in the direction of the mountain Silver City.
tunnel.
Evidently such a crime as stealing was not known in the
After that he looked inquiringly at Alaza.n.
place.
"I'm afraid it won't work," said Frank, as he saw the
"It makes a fellow·s mouth water to gaze upon all this
perplexed expression on the young man's face.
treasure;' saicl Arthur, as his eyes greedily took in this
Alazan said something to Rollo, and Rollo answered; but room of stored wealth. "There nrnst be millions here."
it was clear they had not grasped the idea Arthur was try"Maybe not. A single million will pmcbase a . big lot
ing to convey.
of gold, silver and pTecio11s Rtone~.''
Finally Alazan shook his head.
"Well, I'cl be satisfied to conRitlfr my fortune made if' I
"That settles it, Art. Your pantomime is too rocky fm· owned a.JI that is hcrP,' retmne(l .-\rthm. almost enviously.
any one to translate."
"Don't worry; y011'rc not likely to own it," laughed
Arthur made another attempt, with variations, but with Frank; ancl with thesr worcl::< hr arnl Art, followed by their
no better success.
conductors, left the tremmre-room of the temple.
"I give it i1p,'' he said.
Tn a few minutes both Rollo and Alazan started for the
CHAPTER XIV.
~treet, motioning the boys to follow.
PLANNING 'l'O ESCAPE.
T'heir object was soon apparent.
"What are we going to rlo abo11t Frrcl ?" nskrd Arthur,
They intended to show Frank and Arthur all that was
when they got outside of the temple. "We can't stay here
to be seen of the Silver City.
'J'he,v took them up one street and clown another, and when there's a possibility that he'~ loRt in the range some·
where. It's our place to hunt him up."
•
:finall,v lecl them back to the •remple of the Sun.
"That's right," responded Frank, "if these people will
'l'hey weTe permitted a peep into the dome-room, where
i.he r<>ligious services were held twice a day-at the rising let us go. I don't like the way the~' treated Manuel and
Sancho last night. It seemed to me that that high priest
and the setting of the sun.
who runs things here tnrned them ovrr to the Inrlians, and
'T'he room was truly a magnificent one.
The walls were thickly studded witl1 gold and silver from the racket those chaps mad e J rlon't believe they
plates and protuberant ornaments of the same metals; and meant any goocl to oui· guide anrl his companion. It seems
exquisite imltations of hurna.n and other figures, ancl alRo to me that, in spite of the fine wrt~' they are treating us, we
of plants, fashioned with perfect accuracy in gold and Ril- are actnallv prif:onern."
"I had some such notion myself, though I didn't want
ver, were to be seen at regular intervals.
Hiclrlrn am.ong the metallic foliage, or creeping among to believe it. It wonld br mighty rough on us, if we were
the roots, were many briJliantly-colored birds, serpents, liz- prevented from ewr leaving this valley."
"I should sa~' it woukl he," replied Frank, with some
ards, etc., made chiefl~, of precious stones.
On the we~tern wall, and oppof:ite the eastern portal, was concern. "I suppose we can prove it by making an open ·
a Rplendid representation of the Sun, the god of the IncaR. attempt to lea Ye."
'T'hc bo~rs talked thr matter over on the way back .to
It consisted of a human face in gold, with innumerable
golden rays branching from it; and when the beams of the ·Rollo's house, and :finally agreed to try and make their
nm fell upon the golden di8c, as it dicl for a short time ~roung hosts understand that thev wanted to return by the
almost every dav, t.he~r were reflected from it as from a way they came.
Frank made the :first move by giving Rollo to understand
mirror, and again reflected through the whole temple by
0
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by pantomime that he wanted his friend to remain with
him.
·
This worked satisfactorily up to the general dinner hour
in Silver City, which seemed to be about half-past fom.
At that hour Alazan called for Arthur, and° he had to
accompany him to his home.
Frank, Rollo and Alma ate dinner together.
After the meal Rollo went out, leaving his sister to entertain Frank.
The girl's beauty and vivacity held the boy a captive
until the approach of the sunset hour, when Alma had to
leave him to take part in the evening services at the temple.
Frank and Arthur were both left entirely to themselves
while all the inhabitants were at. worship, and they took
advantage of the fact to come together at the entrance to
the Rollo home.
"The best thing we can do," said Frnnk, "will be to get
up early to-morrow, and, while the people are all at the
temple for morning worship, and nobody on the watch,
make a break for the tunnel ai:ld get a hustle on for the
monastery of the Black Brotherhood."
This proposal suited Arthur, and the matter was so decided.
0

Both boys accordingly arose just before sunri se, but kept
to their rooms until the coast was clear, and then they

came together on the street and started for the end of the
valley.
·
Everything went well with them 'till they reached the
m9uth of the tunnel, which they located without much difficulty.
They were already congratulating themselves on their
good luck when their way was suddenly barred by two stalwart natives, who had been lying in the grass near the tunnel, a.pparently on guard.
The natives 'pounced on them, though witho~t violence,
and marched them back to the portals of the SilYer City,
where they motioned them to return toward the temple.
The . boys obeyed, much crestfallen and disappointed.
"What chmnps we are," cried Arthur,- angrily. "We
might have shot those two chaps and have made our
escape."
"No,". repliticl· :Frank. "I don't believe in committing
murder rn order to get away. Besides, there were others
near-by that shots would ha-ve attracted."
"But they have no right to detain us here against our
will."
":Might makes right in this valley, like it does in many
civilized communities."
"If that's a fact, then we're booked for a long stay I'm
afraid," replied Arthur, disconsolately.
Evidently they were, for when Frank, by signs at breakfast, intimated his desire to leaye the valley, Rolla shook
his head.
·
Frank's d~sappointrnent was so apparent that Alma
looked sad.
Every day for more than a week Frank repeated his de-

sire to leave the Silver City with his companions, but met
with the same negative reply.
Seeing that it was useless to press the matter further,
the boy ceased to bring the matter up before Rollo again;
but from that hour he and Arthur, when they came together, as they did two and three times a day, consult;EJd
continually as to how they could manage to outwit their
captors and ultimately make their escape.
Rollo and Alazan, who had charge of them, treated them
with the greatest kindness, and tried in a variety of ways
to amuse them and take their attention off their previous
life, while Alma herself resorted to every fascinating device
she was mistress of to interest Frank in the manners and
customs, as well as the language, of her people; but though
the boy was not illsensible to her attractive personality,
and was :flattered by the marked interest she displayed
toward him, neither he nor Arthur ·could reconcile themselves to their gilded captivity.
"It was the 3d of August when we came into this valley," said Frank one morning, "and we've been here now
ten days."
"And likely to stay ten weeks, or months, o·r even years,"
growled Art in a discontented tone. "We, were fools ever
to think of penetrating down into the depths of the Andes
in our crazy search for the buried city of the Incas. You
remember the priest at the Convent at LaPa.z told us that
many persons went in search of this place and not one,
o·ther than the two monks one hundred and sixteen years
agq, ever returned to relate their adventures; and ' the
monks in question did not find the Silver City, but merely
some of the.ornaments of the inhabitants, which are now
in the convent museum."
"That's right," nodded Frank. "If any of those searchers actually reached this city, as we have done, they were
either detained indefinitely or put out of the way altogether."
"We haven't seen a thing of Manuel or Sancho since
they were separated from us the night we were captured.
They were turned oveT to the Indians, who are a fierce
looking lot, and pretty low in the human scale I should
judge. I wouldn't be surprised to learn that the rascals
had done them up. It's funny how the people of the city,
who appear to be entirely unarmed, can keep such a wild
lot in subjection. They don't dare pass the city limits, in
spite of the fact that they possess ugly-looking spears and
are uncommonly strong. They seem to do all the work for
.the Silver City people. The men till the fields and carry
burdens, while each family in the town has one o:f their
young women to do the cooking and housework."
"It must be religious fear thii.t holds them down.
They've no doubt always been slaves, and they can't get
away from that fact."
"Mr. Leslie has of course got back to LaPa.z before this,
and I am sure he will use extraordinary efforts to find his
son, as well as us, for whose safety he must consider hhnself responsible. Of course, if Freel did not find his way
back to the monastery of the Black Brotherhood within a
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short time, there is little doubt but he lost.himself in these
mountains and has long before this perished of starvation."
"It is known to the proprietor of the Hotel LaPaz that
we started for the monastery of the Black Brotherhood, ancl
consequently Mr. Leslie will aim for that point the :first
thing. He will find out there, either from Freel, if he
returned, or from the monks if he didn't, that all of us
took the path down the precipice. Ile will of course follow us that way, but unless he discovers the tunnel, through
F'reu, if he is alive, ti1ere will be no clue to our present
whereabouts and his search will be a vain one."
"And suppose he does :Und the way down here," said
Arthur. "His party will naturally be small, and must fall
easy prey to the Indian sentrie~, just as we did."
Altogether their prospects of deliverance did not look
very bright.
Still the two boys were not discouraged as yet.
They did not mean to give up all hope until they had
exhausted every expedient possible to accomplish · their
escape.
"As the exit by the tunnel seems to be constantly
guarded; we must try to get out of this forsaken spot some
other way," said Frank. "We must watch our chance, provide ourselves with food to carry, and then seek some other
outlet up the range."
"That's a pretty desperate risk," replied Art; "but I'm
ready to attempt it when you say the word, for I don't
care to stay here indefinitely."
"The chief risk is that we'll be lost in the fastnesses of
the Andes the moment we lea.ye the valley," replied Frank.
"We'll always hav"°e Mount Illimani for a guide. We
know that LaPaz is only twenty-five miles to the west of it.
All we'll have to do is to make for the LaPa.z Valley
and- -"
" It's easy to talk, Art; but to make our way two miles
or more up t hese mountains, by the roundabout way we'll
have to take, will be enough to try our nerves and endurance to the utmost. Still I don't see tJ1at there is any other
way left for us to escape. Whether we survive the ordeal
will be as much a question of luck as anything else."
"I'll take the chance any time rather than stay here. I
have lrn.d all I want of the Silver Ctty."
"We will have to be cautious in all our movements,"
advised Frank. "We must go ·slow, and pretend to get
contented with our lot lrnre. That will disarm any suspicions these people may entertain against us. We'll be
able to wander around the valley at will, and during these
little excursions we must keep our eyes open for some
unguarded point ip the range, through which we can make
our way when we get r6!J.dy to put our plan in execution."
"Well, if we are stopped again, or pursued, by the Indians, I consider it will be perfectly justifiable on our part
to use our weapons even if we have to kill several of them.
Self-preservation is the first law of nature."
"Circumstances wi ll have to decide that question when
the time comes," replied Frank. "I am opposed to bloodshed if it can be avoided."

"So am I on general. principles; but not when it's a
question of getting back to civilization or sta.ying here for
the rest of our days."
And there the matter rested for the time being.
OHAP'l.1 ER XV.
THE DAWN OF LOVE.

On the following day the boys, while walking about the
suburbs of the Silver City, noticed a commotion up the
valley.
'l'heir hearts suddenly beat qiuckly, at the thought that
this might be a rescue party in search of them.
Their hopes dropped when they made out a . party of
Indians advancing with shouts towards the city.
lt looked as if nwre intruders into the hidden valley ha rl
been caught in the act, just as they had been.
"Some more unfortunates, I suppose," remarked Frank.
"Can it be possible that this is Mr. Leslie and his search- ·
ers ?"
It appeared, however, that there was only one prisoner
this time, and the boys were not kept long in suspense as
to his identity.
To the lads' surprise, and we might almost say delight,
they recognized Fred Leslie.
Not tlrnt. they were glad to find him a prisoner, too, on
the principle that misery loves company; but because of the
great relief they felt to know at last that their English
friend had not perished of hunger and thirs.t in the mountains.
Still he looked something of a wreck, as if he and hard
luck had lately been on close terms.
His captors halted, as was their custom, on the edge of
the town limits not far from where Frank and Arthur
stood, and uttered peculiar outcries that were supposed to
be signals indicating the cause of their presence there.
Frank and Arthur deserted Rollo and Alazan in a twinkling and rushed up to Fred with outstretched arms.
· They expected he would be astonished to find them there,
but he was not.
"Hello, dear boys!" exclaimed Fred, with a cheerful
smile on his good looking countenance. "They've caught
me at last, just as they did you."
"Why, how did you know we were here?" asked the
others in a breath, clearly asto'nished by his words.
"Oh, I km~w. I was hiding near those two houses clown
yonder when you two, with Manuel and Sancho, came up
the valley, and I tried to warn you of what wa.a ahead of
you, for I knew those three chaps that faced you first were
concealed in the grass. Before I could do anything the
crowd of Indians rushed out upon you and the mischief
was done."
"And have you been in the valley ever since?" asked
Frank.
"I have. I hid in one of those houses during the day,
and foraged for provisions at night. I've tried my best to
reach the tunnel so as to get away and bring back an expedition to effect your rescue. But it was no use. The place
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is under guard night and day now since you were captured
in order, I suppose, to prevent you from leaving the valley."
"Now that you have been taken, too, there is no chance
that your father will be able to learn of our fate."
"I'm afraid not," replied Frank, soberly. "However,
we must try and effect our escape on the sly at the first
chance."
"That's what Art and I have been figuring ·on doing.
But I say, we're awfully glad to know that you are alive
and all right. We thought maybe you were lost in the tunnel somewhere, because we didn't find any sign of your
presence there during the entire distance. It's bad enough
for you to be a prisoner with us, but it's better than if you
weer lying dead somewhere in these wilds."
"Yes," replied Fred, "much better, for while there's life
there's hope, you know."
At this moment a messenger came from the temple to
conduct the prisoner into the presence of the high priest.
Frank and Arthur insisted on going with their friend,
and Rollo and Alazan offered no objection, though they
accompanied their guP..sts.
The priest seemed surprised to see another boy of the
same color as the other prisoners, as we may as well call
them.
Rollo stepped forward to tell him that the newcomer was
a friend of the others.
· The result was Fred was placed in charge of a young man
of the same grade as Alazan, and allowed the same liberty
of action that was accorded to Frank and Arthur.
After that, except at night and during meals, no restriction was placed upon the three lads being in each other's
company as often and as long as they pleased.
They spent the larger part of their time devising means
of escape, though they pretended to gradually fall into the
ways and habits of the inhabitants of the Silver City.
Thus several weeks elapsed without any opportunity occurring to favor their strike out for liberty.
Frank unconsciously became more and more interested in
the fair Peruvian girl, and gradually devoted a larger portion of his time to her society.
This was observed by Rollo with evident pleasure, and
he encouraged their intimacy in every way he could.
Frank by slow degrees picked up bits of the dialect of
the Silver City people, and Alma helped him to acquire
this knowledge by the most patient endeavor.
She devoted two hours a day to his instruction, and soon
found him an apt and eager pupil.
Frank believed that if he could learn to talk with Rollo
and Alma even a little bit at a time, he would greatly benefit not only himself but his companions as well.
He knew he had won their devoted friendship, even as
they had imperceptibly captured his, and he relied upon
that in a measure to smooth their way to freedom.
He could not know, of course, that Rollo and Alma, even
if they sympathized with his project, could not move a
finger to assist in his escape, owing to their sworn allegi-

ance to the mandates of the high priest, who was the sole
arbiter of destiny in the Silver City.
"Well," said Fred one morning to Frank, "how long
have we been in the valley now? You've been keeping a
record I believe."
Frank consulted his memorandum book and announced
that that day was the first of October, and consequently
they had been prisoners in the valley for two months lacking three days.
"And we seem to be as far from making our escape as
we •were the day we canie here,'' said Arthur, with a
resigned air. "I wonder if om· fathers have given us up
as lost," he added, soberly. - "Poor dad and marm-;--they
must be in a sad way over my disappearance."
This reflection was a damper on the boys' spirits for
awhile, but gradually the effect wore off as they began to
consider fresh plans for deliverance.
"How are you getting on with the language?" asked
Fred at last. "You ought to make good progi·ess under
such a beautiful teacher as you have."
Frank cqlored; for,. to sa:v the truth, he was beginning to
take an uncommon interest in Alma, and was eYen experiencing twinges of reluctance a.t the thought of leaving her,
as it must be if he-escaped, for ever.
"Oh, rather slow," he replied. "It's pretty hard work,
but I'm doing my best."
"You'd better hurry up if you expect to make anything
out of it before we get ready to skiddoo from here,"
grinned Art, "for you can't tell when the time will come,
and we will have to grasp it on the fly, or probably lose
the chance."
After that Frank devoted more time to learning the dialect, while the other boys wandered around the valley
together picking up points looking to their final exit from
the place.
Frank, however, was learning something more than the
language of the Silver City from Alma, and she was also
acquiring from him new thoughts and feelings.
If their tongues were fettered to a large extent their
eyes were not, and eyes are dangerous conductors sometimes.
The more they were in each other's company the more
they wanted to be.
Alma was just beginning to realize that the young
stranger 'fas becoming dearer to her than even her brother,
while Frank one day awoke to the fact that when he left
the hidden valley there was something he wouldn't be able
to carry away with him, and that was his heart.
That knowledge started a struggle in his breast-could
he leave her when the momentous hour arrived?
As the days went by this became a very serious problem
with him, so serious indeed that it gave him little rest.
One night after the boys had been four months in the
valley, Frank and Alma wcrn sitting alone in the early tWilight after she had returned from the sunset service, during
wllich Frru1k had sat with hi s companions at the door of
the Rollo home more than usually entranced under the
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· influence of her pure soprano voice as it floated out of the
temple on the afternoop air.
Fred and Arthur had been telling him of certain discoveries they had made tha.t day, \rhich promised to open the
road to freedom to them, and they were jubilant over the
fact.
Apparently the hour when he must part with Alma was
close at hand and this thought made him somber and
silent.
The girl detected the change in his manner instantly
and viewed it with great concern.
It was the universal language of love that flashed from
his limpid eyes as they looked into his, and the thrill that
went through Frank's veins showed that in spirit at least
they understood each other.
Forgetful of every other consideration except the fact
tha.t he cared for this girl more than 311y other being in the
world, even his father, he suddenly threw his arms around
her, and drawing her to him kissed her on the lips.
Alma uttered a cry and started back in a startled way,
and this action on her part b~ought Frank to 11i s senses.
He started to apologize in Rngfo<h, forgetting she could
not understand, b11t he soon saw that she was not offended.
For a moment she covered her eyes with her hands, then
'stood trembling like a little child before him.
He grasped one of her hands and canied it to his lips
without the least Tesistance on her part.
Then he stepped back and held out his arms to her.
She looked up, gazed into his face with eyes that shone
like twin stars, hesitated and then, with a modest reluctance that well became her, she raised her own arms and
placed them in his witl1 head slightly bent.
He did not know that by this art she liad, according to
the Inca custom, sacredly pledged herself to him forever . •
But what he did realize was that i::he loved him, even as
he loved her, and as he once more drew her toward him
unresistingly, aJlcl she laid her ~hapely head on his shoulder, he felt that he was supremely happy.
CHAPTER XVI.
WEDDED IN THE TEMPT, I!: 01•' THE SUN.

Next morning Rollo met Frank with a beaming eye,
and putting one arm around the boy's neck saluted him
with a kiss on the forehead.
At firRt l"rank · wa~ greatly snrprisecl at this greeting, but
when Alma entered the room and her brother, taking her
l~y the haml, led her blushing but happily up to the young
American and joined tl1eir hands, Frank then understood
that the heautiful girl had told Rollo the secret that was
·so dear to her.
The lovers, as we must call them, >Vere left alone until
breakfast wa.;i put on the table, and then Rollo joined them.
For some days after that Frank was unusually reserved
with his companions. '
They told him of the preparations they were making for
their escape.
Of the food they had got possession of and hidden in a
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rocky cave, aml other arrangements all looking toward the
fulfillment of their hopes.
They were surpriseJ to notic;e that the enthusiasm he
had formerly displayed in the ma.tter seemed to have
melted awa.y.
"What's the matter with you, olcl chap?" asked Fred,
inquiringly. "One would think you had ceased to care
whether you ever got away from the hidden city of the
Andes."
But Frank was in no humor to gratify their curiosity,
and soon a·fter he left them to rejoin Alma in the hou::;e.
'11'11 tell you what's the matter with him,'' said Arthur,
with a slight grin. "He's dead gone on that girl, and that's
all there is to it. I hope it won't queer the business for us."
"I can't say I blame him," replied F1~ed. "She's· a
deuced pretty girl, upon my word she is. But he'll forget
all about her when we get back to civilization."
A few days after that an unexpected denouement happened.
It was the hour of the service of the setting sun, and
the three boys were sitting by themselves in their usual
meeting spot, the doorway of the Rollo house.
The sun had set, the incense had floated out on the evening air, and the. chanting of the priests,_ mingled with
Alma's wonderful soprano, had died away into silence.
The boys were looking to see the people of the Silver
City pom out of the temple, as was their custom at the
dose of the service.
Inst€ad of that one young man appeared, coming down
the stone steps alone.
It was Rollo, and lie came directly over to his home.
"Come,.'' he said, marching up to the surprised Dudley,
and putting his arm around his neck. "You must go with
me to the temple."
Frank understood him and rose to his feet, but he was
nevertheless astonished, for he had learned that no one but
a believer in the Inca faith was permitted in the temple
when the priests and people were gathered there.
Nevertheless he could only obey Rollo's request, which
\ras practically an order.
"What's up now?" asked Arthur, uneasily, as he a.ncl
Fred watched their companion depart with Rollo and theu
ascend the steps into the temple. "I don't like the looks
of it for a copper cent."
"It's a mystery to me," answered Fred. "I hope they
B.on't mean him any harm."
Arthur insisted that it had a sinister look. .
"Something out of the ordinary is going to happen,"
he said. "The people haven't come out as usual. There's
some new ceremony about to take place in the temple. And
Frank is going to have a part in it. I don't like to say·
what I think."
And while they talked in a way tha.t showed their uneasi~
ness, the chanting of the priests and the chorus of the
young girls was 1·esumed, but the soprano voice of Alma,
was missing.
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Then once more came a solemn silence that filled Fred
and Arthur with fresh anxiety.
It was succeeded with a burst of song from the entire
congregation of the temple, which continued several minutes.
Then came a cloud of incense floating through the holes
in the silver dome, and the chorus of the girls and chanting of the priests was renewed.
When this had died away the people came flocking out,
but instead of dispersing as usual they formed in two lines
from the temple to the edge of the Rolla property.
"Gee whiz!" cried Art, in astonishment, "what's this,
any way?"
Out from the temple came the bevy of chorus girls singing a simple a• ', and throwing flo·wers and sprays of green
leaves in front of them as they walked down the lane
formed by the people.
Immediately behind them followed Frank Dudley and
Alma hand in hand, the girl decked in flowers from head
to foot, through which her jeweled diadem and ornaments
:fl.ashed in the light of numberless torches.
"Suffering sixpence!" gasped Arthur, to the · 'amazed
Fred. "It looks like a wedding show."
Behind Frank and Alma walked Rollo, and behind him
his six personal friends.
As ·the short procession passed along the people sho uted
and waved their arms, and seemed to be delighted beyond
measure.
Then as the Rollo hon,1e was reached the procession
paused, and Alazan and his friend, who had charge of
Arthur and Fred, ca.me forward and beckoned the two boys
to come forward.
They did so and were accorded a position on either side
of Eollo himself.
The procession then moved on again.
It passed three times around the temple, the high priest
and his assistants standing on the steps to view it, and then
it mounted to a big gathering hall in the southern wing
0f the building.
Here were tables spread with fruit and nuts, and silver
flagons of a liquor resembling a rich cordial.
All the inhabitants of the Silver City crowded in after
th11 principal participants of the show, and for an hour
there was a species of high jinks, with Frank and Alma as
the head and front of it all.
"Say," whispered Art to Fred, "do you think Frank bas
been married to that girl?"
"Well, it looks mighty like it, doesn't it," replied Fred.
"He never gave us a hint about such a thing coming
off."
·
"I don't believe he knew anything about it himself till
that chap, Rollo, came and walked him off to the temple."
"That's rather a sudden way of ringing it on a fellow,
don't you think?"
"Rather; hut probably that's the way they do things in
this town."
At the close of the feast the high priest appeared, clothed
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in his ordinary attire, without the glittering vestment ho
"ore during the religious services.
He made a short speech to the bride and groom of this
~ingular wedding, and then presented Alma with a magnificent necklace of alternate diamoncls° and rubies, the pendant being a solid gold ornament in which stood an uncommanly fine solitaire.
To Dudley he ·presented a pair of heavy gold bracelets
and a gold ring with a large and p31·ticulaJ"ly fine ruby.
It was the custom of the Incas that the bride and groom,
with such friends as they selected, should spend the marriage night in the sacred cave of the Sun.
Accordingly, when the high priest withdrew, Alma
::;elected her brother; and she succeeded in making frank
lrnderstand that he could choose his two friends, which he
did.
Surrounded by torch bearers, they rna~e their way to the
cave in the great mountain to the east of the city.
H ere the five were left for the night.
The cave was partly natural and partly hewn out of solid
rock.
,
An immen.:;e £gure of the sun was cut on one of the
walls.
There was nothing else in the place but a long stone seat
directly under the image of the sun, and on this the five '
seated thern selv1<R, Rolla next to his sister while Arthur
and Fred sat alongside of Frank.
"Are we to stay here all night in this fa shion?" asked
Arthur, thinking how uncomfortable it was going to be.
Frank spoke to Alma in her na.tive tongue, though he
was not very successful at it as yet, and she gave him to
understand that all were to remain there until the sun
rose, and Frank passed the information on to his friends.
"So you're really married to Rollo's sister, a.re yot'l ?"
asked Arthur.
"According to the l,nca custom, I am," he answered.
"You've caught a dandy wife all right; but how is this
going to effect your escape from the valley? We are almost
ready to light out."
"I mean to take Alma with me."
"But will she go? Will she leave her brother and-- "
He never completed the sentence, for just then, without
the least warning, the ground began to rock and heave in
the throes of a great earthquake, alongside of which all the
others the boys ha.cl felt since they came to South America
were like mere flea bites.
CHAPTER XVII.
CONCI,USION.

Consternation ensued among the five young people in the
cave.
'J.'hey would have rushed forth into the air, but in the
glare of the falling torches they saw the whole front of the
cavern fall in with a fearful crash.
Alma uttered a thrilling screan1 and threw her arms
around her young husband.
Then she hung limp and insensible in his arms.
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A second and then a third upheaval followed the first,
until in their terwr it seemed as if th e ,mountains were
falling in about their heads.
A fourth and last shock dislodged a good bit of th e debris
from the mouth of the cave, but those inside did rnit
know it.
' They crouched about in total darkness, expecting nothing
short of a ten·ible death.
'fhe movement of the earth finally subsided, and absolute stillness reigned once more over th e face of nature.
HO'\v they passed that long and fearsome night the boys
:qever knew.
It was as if they had-been stunned by the awful .concussions and thunderous noises which they had felt and heard
dunng the intervals of that qua.rter of an hour while the
earthquake lasted.
Alma recovered her senses after a time and lay trembling
and unpeTved in Frank's arms.
At last morning dawned, and then the occupants of the
sacred sun-cave saw that they were not buried alive as they
had feared they were:
The cavern was badly shattered, the front of it being
completely demolished, but there was a large opening
through which they were aple to make their way into the
open air.
Then an astonishing sight met their startled vision-a
sight t11a.t brought cries of acute despair to the lips of
Ro1lo and hi s sist er as they stood gazing across the valley.
Where was the Silver City of the night before?
Gone from sight.
Vanished as the dew before the morning sun.
It was buried under heaps of rocky debris.
N ot a vestige but a small section of a single wing of the
temple remained to sJ10w that the to,wn had ever existed.
And with it had disappeared every man, woman and
child who dwelt within it at the moment the earthquake
swooped down on the devoted ~alley.
And Alma and Rollo, as they gazed upon the awful scene
of devastation which had been 'wrought in a night, trembled and wept, for they were the last survivors of the ancient Inca dynasty of Huascar, whose defeated followers
had fled to that Bolivian valley and founded the Silver
City, now no more.
As soon as Frank recovered from his astoni shment he
devoted his efforts to comforting Alma a.n d her brother, but
it was some time before their spirits became at all composed.
Alma clung to her young husband in a truly pathetic
manner, while Rollo looked on the site of the now truly
buried city like one in a dream, his head bowed under the
grief of the awful trial.
As Alma wouldn't ·let Frank from her sid e, Freel and
Arthur ;.,,ent fort'h together to ascertain how things stood
in the valley with reference to their escape from th e place.
They were gone for more than an hour, and when they
returned they brought what they considered remarkable
news.
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First, they had discoveTed the storehouse of the Silver
City in the hills, filled with dried cereals and fruits.
8econd, the earthquake had opened up to view a swiftly
fl ow ing underground river, which they believed led to the
Pacific Ocean.
Third, caught in a bite of the bank, they had discovered .
a fiat-bottomed boat, in good conditi<;in and laden with
empty petroleum cans, that must at some tim e have come
down from the lower part of the La Paz vall ey.
Fourth, they had found that a great crevasse had opened
in the valley, cutting off all approach to the mouth of the
long mountain tunnel.
The only feasible way of escape that th ey could see b y
in trusting themselves to the boat and floatin g in it Ll0w 11
to its outlet.
And this proposition they laid before Frank with the
expectation that it would me€t with hi s approval.
The two boys had each brought with them an armful of
dried frnit and cakes, prepared by the Indians, of powdered
meal which had been mixed with water ancl. baked.
Rollo and Alma were so prostrated by grief at the terrible cala;rpity which had overtaken their people that it was
only with the greatest difficulty they could be persuaded to
eat a.I}ything that morning.
When the boys had satisfied their appetites the party set
out for the spot where the boat was lying in the indentation of the underground qank.
While Frank was examining her Rollo and Alma sat together with arms entwined, entirely oblivious of what was
going on.
The cans were removed from the boat, and a number of
them washed out and dried with grass to make them suitable to hold a quantity of provisions to support the little
party for a week or two.
By noon everything was in readiness f~r them to embark
on tlie underground river.
Long before this Rollo and his sister had picked their
way over the broken ground to the ruins of the Silver City
alld could be seen sitting on the stones of that porti<:m of
the temple building which alone appeared above the surface
of th e ground.
Frank went out to let'them know that the time was come
·when they must leave the valley and their dead race forever. •
Before speaking to them Dudley walked slowly about the
i•uins of t11e temple.
·
The sun was now shining down into the hidden valley.
and its rays, shooting into the soEtary section of the former
magnificent building that was not wholly buried from
sight, were reflected back from a thousand brilliant objects.
For a moment or two Frank was puzzled to account for
thi s strange circumstance until he discovered to his astoniehment that he was gazing down into the treasure-room of
the buried city.
Th e sunshine was flashing upon hundreds of gems and
plates of dull gold that lay about upon the broken floors
and walls in the greatest confusion.
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. Instantly it occurred to his mind that it would be foolish
of them not to secure for their subsequent benefit as much
of this wealth as it was possible for them to carry away
with safety in the flatboat.
He signaled to Arthur and Fred to come out there.
The two boys did and were equally astonished at the
sight Frank pointed out to them.
Preparations were immediately made to secure the
treasure.
It took the rest of the clay to clean out the. balance of the
cans and fill them partly full of gems and blocks gf pure
gold and a small quantity of silver.
The treasure was carefully packed and covered with thick
grass, the jewels alone filling several cans.
All were distributed about the boa.t so as to maintain a
proper balance.
So far as the external appearnnce of the cans went, no
one not in the secret woulu have guessed the rich character
of their contents.
It was just sundown when they finisheu their last meal
in the valley and were ready to go.
. By this time Alma and Rollo were resigned to .t:liflir .great
·
.
:rn'''
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port, and four days later tliey entered the harbor of
•
While Freel and Arthur remaineu to guard the treasure
on the flatboat, Frank escorted Rollo and Alma to the best
hotel in town.
Their singular Mess, as well as their personal beauty,
attracted great attention along the streets and at the hotel.
Frank as soon as possible called on the mayor and gave
a rough outline of the adventures he and his two friends
had· been through since leaving La.Paz to inspect the ConYent of the Black Brot11erhood in the Andes.
· The boy learned that their mysterious disappearance had
been published throughout southern Peru and the State of
Bolivia, and that the government of the latter State had
been searching for them for months without success.
Mr. Leslie was at La.Paz, hoping almost against hope.
A dispatch was at once sent to him that the boys harl ·
turned up sde and sound at 1\follendo, and he hastenerl to
that town as fast as travelling facilities conlcl carry him.
Telegraph messages were also forwarded to Frank Dudley's father, at Colon , on the Isthmus, and to Arthur Hale's
parents, in New York.
Before lea.ving~ Mollendo for,.. P.anama, Alma and her
brother were persuaded to assm11'e the regulation costume of

' ~follendo.

1

T'he last rays of the sun lay upon the snow-capped tip
of Motmt Illimani, and toward that point Rollo adcl ' Alma civilized c01mmmities and to lay aside their splendid head· ,
faced.
ban.els and other articles of adornment not in keeping with
,
.
. modern style.
They both began_ to smg a motunful reqmern to the deA portion of the treasure was disposed of in Mollendo,
.
It he amount realized
·
·
1
parted souls ·of their people
I
·
bemg over $100,000, and the ba ance
. t was a sad and weird melody, and as the three boys \\'as boxed a.n d conveyed to San Francisco en route to New
listened to it in respectful silence the tears came into their York, where the bulk of it was sold; and' something over a

eyes.
million in money received in exchange, which was equally
Especially was this the cast> with Frank.
cliYiclecl among the boys and the last two survivors of the
Alm~'s clear soprano voice rose palpitatingly on the nir, Tn ra mce.
as it did the :first night he harl li stened to it while he anrl
Frank and Alma were regularly m~ried at his father's
Arthur stood in the mid st of their Indian captors on the Irvington home, and, with Rollo for their constant comeclge of the Silver City.
pa.nion, took up their residence there.
But it was a different strain now-a strain the boy~ c011lcl
Fred Leslie subsequently returned to England with his
never afterward forget.
father, and during the summer of that year Frank and
.At l~st it ceased, an~ the hidd en valley of the Andes hail Alma, accompanied by Arthur and Rollo, visited them at
heard it for the last time.
their Surrey esta.te.
B~other and sister stood a while in prayer; then Alma,
It was a happy reunion for the young people, who freleavrng Rollo's side, .walked up to Frank and placed hrr. mientlv recalled their adventures in South America when
hands in his confidin gly, as much as to say: Henceforth 1 ;racti~a1ly LOST IN THE ANDES.
your pepple are my people; to your care my brother anil I
confide ourselves.
THE END.
Five days later the flatboat shot out into a wide valley
backed by the foothills of the Andes and faced by the
Read "ON HIS METTLE; OR, A PLUCKY BOY IN
Pacific Ocean.
WALL STREET," which will be the next number ( 57) of
J

Here they found plenty evidences of civilization, and,
hauling in at a village, they succeeded in :finding a man
who could speak English fairly well.
From him Frank ascertained that the Peruvian port of
Ilfollendo, where thev had disembarkecl for their trip to
La.Paz five . months before--for the date wa~ now December 18-was 'onlv fifty miles to the north.
Arrangements were made to have the flatboat towed to
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HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.-EmNo.
MESMERISM.
No. 81. HOW TO l\IESMERIZE.-Containing the most ap- bracing all of the latest and most deceptive card trick:11, with ilproved methods of mesmerism ; also how to cure a ll kinds of lustrations. By A. Anderson.
diseases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Prof. Leo ,., No.. 7.7. HOW .TO DO F<;>RTY TRICKS WIT:[I CARDS.Uontam1~l? deceptive Card Tricks as performed by leading coqjurors
Hugo Koch, A. C. S., author of "How to Hypnotize," e~c.
and mag1c1ans. Arranged for home amusement. Fully illustrated.

PALMISTRY.

No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Containing the most apMAGIC.
proved methods of reading the lines on the hand, together with
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great book of magic and
a full explanation of their meaning. Also explaining phrenology, card tricks, containing full instruction on all the leading card tricks
and the key for telling chara·cter by the bumps on the head. By of the d~y, also ~he most popular magical illusions as p,erfqrmed by
Leo Hugo Koch, A. O. S. Fully illustrated.
oui: lea?mg mag1c1ans ; every boy should obtain II. copy of this book,
as it will both amuse and instruct.
·
HYPNOTISM.
No .. 22. HO~V 'l'O DO S~COND SIGH'f.-Heller's 11ecop.J sight
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Containing valuable and in- explamed b.l'. his former assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explainmg how
structive information regarding the science of hypnotism. Also the secret dialogues were carried on between tb.e magician and the
explaining the most approved methods which are employed by the boy on the stage; also giving all the codes and signals. The only
leading hypnotists of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
authentic explanation of second sight.
No. 43. HOW TO BECOl\IE A MAGICIAN.-Containing t~
SPORTING.
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The most complete grandest assortment of magical illusions ever placed before the
public.
Also tricks with cards. incantations, etc.
•
hunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full inNo. 68. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TRICKS.-Co11.tainii:1p vver
structions about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
·one hundred highly amusing and instructive tricks witjl chemicals.
' ~
together with descriptions of game and · fish.
'
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BcY~"i\·a:~ully By A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrateJ.
No. 6!:l. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT, OF HAND.-Oontaininp. over
illustrated. Every boy should· know how to row t>.nd saH, a, l;ioat.
~fty
of
the
latest
and
best
tricks
used
by
magicians.
Also
oontainFull instructions are given in this little book, together with ~ in
mg the ~ec1·et of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
structions on swimming and riding, companion sports to bO!j<ting.
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HQRSE.- . No.. 10. HOW '.1'0 l\IAKE .MAGIC 'l'OYS.-Containixig full
A complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most useful horses d1rect10ns for makmg l\lagic Toyis and devices of many kind~. By
for business, the best horses for the road ; also valuable recipes for A. Anderson. Fully illustmted. ·
No. 73 .. HOW. TO J?O TRICKS WITH NUMBERs.-Sha_wipg
diseases pecaliar to the horse.
cur10us tricks with figures and the magic of number11 ~y A
No. 48. HOW 'l'O BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A handy many
Fully illustrated.
, ·
'
Anderson.
book for boys, containing full directions fo r constructing canoes
_No. 7.5. HO\Y 'l'O ~ECOl\fE A CONJUROR. - Containing
and the most popular manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated.
tr1.cks wit~ Domm?s, Dice, Cups anJ Balls, Hats, etc. Em~racjng
By C. Stansfield Hicks.
th1rty-s1x 1llustrat1ons. By A. Anderson.
FORTUNE TELLING.
No. 78. ~qW TO DO THE .BLACE: ART.-Containin~ a comNo. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DREAM BOOK.- plete descr1pt10n of the mysteries of J\~agic and . Sleight of Hand,
Containing the great oracle of human destiny; also the true mean- together with many wonderful exP,er1ments. By A. Anderson.
·
ing of almost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
and curious games of cards. A complete book.
.
MECHANICAL.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Everybody dreams,
No. 29. HOW TO BECOl\IE AN INVENTOR.-Eyecy boy
from the little child to the aged man and woman. This little book
shoul~
~now
how
inv~ntions
o_ri_gin3ted. This book explain~ tpejll
gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky
all, g1v1i:g example~ m electr1c1ty, hydrflulics, magqetls!Ij1 optics,
and unlucky Jays, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Everyone is desirous of pneumatics, mechal11cs, etc. The most instructive book pµblish~d.
knowing what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or . No. 5?. HOW TO BECOM~ AN ENGIN1JJER.-C9ntajniHdu!l
misery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little mstruct1ons how to proceed 111 order to become a locomotive enbook. Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell gi~eer; also diri;cti.ons for buildi.ni:- a model locomotlve ; together
with a full description of everythmg l\n el!gineer should kngw.
the fortune of your friends.
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUSICAL I1'!$'fRU).\:fJiJNT~.-Full
No. 76. HOW TO '.rELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.Containing rules for telling fortunes by the aid of lines of the hand, directions b9w to mak~ a B!1njo, Violin, Zither, Allolian Hari>, Xyloor the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events ph.,,ne. and other JI1Us1cal msti;umer.its; to~ether with a prief q~
by aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson. script10n of nearly every musical mstrument used in ancient or
modern times. Profqsely illustrated. :j3y Algerqon S. Ji'jtzperald,
for twenty years bandmaster of the Royal Bengal Marines. ·
ATHLETIC.
No. 59. HOW TO MAKE A MAGIC LANTERN.-Coptaining
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.-Giving full in·a truction for the use 9f dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, a description of the lantern, to~ether with its history and invention.
horizontal bars and various other methods of developing a good, Also full directions for Its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
healthy muscle; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can illustrated. By John Allen.
No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANrCAL TRICKS.-Containing
become strong anJ healthy by following the instructions contained
complete instructions for performing over 11ixty Mechanical Tricks.
in this little book.
By
A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made easy.
Containing over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the dirferent positions of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
LETTER WRITING.
these useful and instructive books, as it will teach ynu how to box
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most com·
without llll instructor.
plete little book, containing full directions for writing love-letters,
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.-Containlng full and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.
instructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.-Giving
Embracing thii:ty-five illustrations. By Professor W. Macdonald. complete instructions for writing letters to ladies .on all subjects;
A handy Pnd useful hook.
also lettet·s of introduction. notes and requests.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LET'.rERS TO GENTLEMEN.No. 34. HOW TO FENCE.-Containing full instruction for
1
fencing and the use of the broadsworJ; also instruction in archery. Conta.in.ing full directions for. writing_ to gentlemen on all subjects;
Described with twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best also g1vmg sample letters for mstruct1on.
positions in fencing. A complete book.
No. 53., HOW TO WRIT~ LE'l'TERS.-A wonderful little
ICKS WITH CADDS
book, tell.mg you how to write to yol!r sweetheart, your father,
TR
~
•
mother, srnter, brother, employer; and, m fact, everybody and anyNo. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Containing body you wish to write to. Every young man and every young
explanations of the general principles of sleight-of-hand applicable lady in the land sbould have this book.
to card tricks; of card. tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY.-Con1leig,Iit-of-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject;
specially prepared cards. By Professo~ , Hatrner. Illustrated.
also rules for punctuation and composition, with specimen letters.
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Interesting Stories of Adventure in All Parts of the World
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TAKE NOTICE! -.._

This handsome weekly contains intensely interesting stories of adventure on a great va.riety of
subjects. Each number is replete with rousing ,situations and lively incidents. The heroes are
bright, manly fellows, who overcome all obstacles by sheer force of brains and grit and win wellmerited success. We have secured a staff of new authors, who write these stories in a manner
which will be a source of. pleasure and profit to the reader. Each number has a handsome colored illustration made by th e most expert artists. Large sums of money are being spent to make
this one of the best weeklies ever published.
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..... Here is a List of Some of the Titles....•
1 Smashing the Au to Reco rd ; or , Ba rt Wilson a t th e Speed Lever.
• By Edward N. F ox.
2 Ol'f the Ticker ; or, F a te a t a Moment's l\otice. By Tom Dawson.
3 From Cadet to Captain ; or, Dick Danford's West Point Nerve. By
Lieut. J . J . Barry.
4 The Get-There Boys ; or, Making Things Hum In Honduras. By
Fred Warburton.
5 Written In Ciphe r; or, The Skein Jack Barry Unravelled. By Pror.
Oliver Owens.
6 The No-Good Boys ; or, Down ing a T ough Name. By A. Howard
De Witt.
7 Kicked oil' the Earth; or, Ted Trlm's Hard Lu ck Cure. By Rob
Roy.
8 Doing It Quick ; or, Ike Brown's Hustle at Panama. By Captain
Hawthorn, U. S. N.
9 In the 'Frisco Earthquake ; or, Bob Brag's Day or Terror. By
Pror. Oliver Owens.
10 We, Us & Co. ; or , Seeing Lire with a Vaudev!!l e Sh ow . By Edward N. F ox.
.
11 Cut Out tor an Offi ce r ; or, Corpora! Ted In the Ph!llpplnes. By
Lieut. J . J . Barry .
12 A Fool for Lu ck ; or, The Boy Wh o Turn ed Boss. By Fred Warburton.
18 The Great Gaul ''Beat" : or, Phil Winston's Start In Reporting.
By A. Howard De Witt.
14 Out for Gold ; or, Th e Boy Who Knew the Dltl'erence. By Tom
Dawson.
Hi The Boy Who Balked ; or, Bob Brisbane's 13!g Ki ck. By Frank
Irving.
Hr Slicker than Silk; or, The Sm oothest Boy Alive. By Rob Roy.

17 The Keg of Diamonds ; or, After the Treasure of the Cal!pb1. By
Tom Dawson.
18 Sandow, Junior; or, The Boy Who Looked Puny. By Prof. Oliver
Owen&.
19 Won by Bluff; or, Jack Mason' s Marble Face. By Frank Irving.
.20 On the Lobster Shift ; or, The Herald's liltar Reporter.
By A.
Howard De Witt.
·
21 Under the Vendetta's Steel; or, A Yankee Boy In Cor11lca. By
Lieut. J . J . Barry.
22 Too Green to Burn; or. The Luck of Being a Boy. By Rob Roy.
~3 In Fool's Paradise; or, The Boy Who Had Things Easy.
By Fred
Warburton.
24 One Boy In a 'Mllllon ; or, The Trick That Paid. By Edward N.
F ox.
25 In Spite of Himself; or, Serving the Russian Police. By Prof.
Oliver Owens.
26 Ki cked Into Luck; or, The Way Nate Got There. By Rob Roy.
27 The Prince of Opals ; or, The Man-Trap of Death Valley. By A.
Howard De Witt.
28 Living In His Hat; or, The Wide World His Home. By Edward
N. Fo:t.
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'tHE: STAGE.

No. 41. TH~ BOYS 0.1!' N.IJJW YOltK EJND l\IEN'S JOKE
BOOK.-Contanilng Ii gtcat variety of the latest jokes used by the
most famous end fnet1. No liuiat~4r tnlnstrels is complete without
this wonderful little book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER Contai?ing a varied asso,rtment of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irrnh. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOK:l<J B\)OK.;--Something new and very instructive. Every
boy should obtam this book, as it contains full instructions for organizing an amatcnr minstrel troupe.
No. 65. l\1ULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most oriainal
'oke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor" It
~ontaios a large collection of _songs, jokes, conundrums, etc:. of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humori st, and practical joker of
the ~ay . .IJJver;y boy .who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtam a copy 1mmed1ately.
~o.. 79. H9W TO BECOi'IIEJ A~ ACTOR-Containing complete mscruct10ns _how io make u ;> for va rious characters on the
sFage_; tog~ther with the duties of the S tage l\Ianager, Prompter,
tlcemc Artist and Property l\Ian. Ry a prominent Stage Manager.
No. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renown ed and
ever popular German comerliAn. Sixty-four pages; handsome
colored cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.

I
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I<o_. EL hvW '.i'O BEUOME A SPEAKER. -Containing foul"
teen 11Justrat.10us . giving t!1e different positions requisite to become
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing g~ms from
an the pop ular authors of prose and poetry, arranged in the mOlt
s1m1 ·le and c·oncis.:> manne 1· possible.
No. 48. _HOW TO DERA'£E.-Giving rul es for conducting dehates. outlmes for_ debater-. qu_estions for discussion, and the bed
sources for procunng mfo" mation on the questions given.

SOCIETY.

No. 3. HOW TO FLil. ·1'.-The a r ts and wiles of flirtation are
fully e xpl~i~ ed hy thi s li u le hook. Besides the various methods of
ba_Ldkercb1ef,, fan. glove. p1rasol, window and hat flirtation, it con•
tams a full li st of the lan guage and sentiment of flowers which ia
in_teresting to everyhody, both old and young. You cannot be happJ
without one .
. ~o . 4. H_OW _'l'O DA N~E is the title of a n ew and handsome
httie hook JU SL issued by l<ran k Tousey. It contains full instructions in ihe art of da ncing, etiquette in the ball-room and at partie1
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all popular square
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO l\IAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to love
couri~hip an d marri age. giving sensihle advice, rul es and etiquett;
to be observed, 11 ith many curious and interesting things not gen•
trally known .
No. 17. HOW TO DRESS.-Contairiing full instruction in the
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad giving the
selection s of co lors, material. and how to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW 'l'O BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of the
HOUSEKEEPING.
b_;ightest and. most valuable little books ever given to the world.
No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, bot h male and
full instructions fo1· constructing a window garden either in town female. The sPrret is simple, and almost costless. Read this book
or country, and the moet approved methods for raising beautiful and be conv inced how to become beautiful.
flowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever published.
BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated and
on cooking ever publishe'd. It contains recipes for cooking meats containing full instructions for tbe management and training o~ the
fish, game, and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary, mock ingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 3\1. Jl-,OW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
cooks.
RA13Bil'S.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illusNo. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for trated-. H,- Ira !Jl'Ofraw.
everybody, boys, girls, men and women ; it will teach you how to
· No. ·40. HOW TO l\IAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hints
make almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments, on ·h.ow to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birds.
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and> bird lime for catching birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrington
Keene.
. ELECTRICAL.
.
No. 50. 'HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-A
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- valuable boqk, giying ins_tructions i!J co llecting, preparing, mountinc
scription of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism; and preserving birds, amma ls au d msects.
together with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
No .. 54. HO~ TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Giving com·
etc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty il- plete mformation as to the manner and method of raising, keeping,
lustrations.
tam ing, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also giving full
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL l\IACHINES.-Con- !nstructi_ons for m~kin~ cages, etc. Fully exp lained by twenty-eight
tain ing full uirections for making electrical machin'es, induction 1llustrat1ons, makmg 1t the most complete book of the kind ever
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. publishe<i.
B y R. A. R. B ennett. Fully illustrated.
MISCELLANEOUS.
No. 67. HOW 'l'O DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-A useful and in·
large collection of instructive nnd highly amusing electrical tricks,
structi ve book, giving a complPte treatise on chemistry; also extogether with Illustrations. By A. Anderson.
periments in a cousti cs, mec hani c~. ma thematics, chemistry, and di·
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thi1
E NTE RT A IN ME NT.
No. 9. HOW TO BECO;\IE A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry book cannot be equaled.
No. 14. HOW TO l\IAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for
K ennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
this book of instructions. by a practical professor (delighting multi- mal!:ing all kinds of candy, ice-cream, syrup~essences, etc~ etc.
No. ti-o!. 1:l0\V •.ro BECOME AN' AU'.r.tlOR.-Uontaining full
tudes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
art, and create any amount of fun for himse lf and friend s. It is the information regarding choice of suhjects. the use of words and the
of preparing and submitting manu script. Al so containing
manner
it.
in
fun)
(of
millions
there's
and
&reatest book ever publi~hed.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuahle information as to the n eatness, legihility and general com·
very valuable little hook just published. A complete compendium position of manu~cript, essential to a successfu l author. By Prince
.
'
of games, sports, card diversions, comic r ecitations, etc., suitable ·Hiland.
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the · No. 38. HOW TO BECOl\fE YO-CR OWN DOCTOR.-A won·
derful book. containing useful and practical in fo rmation in the
money than any book published.
No. 35. EtOW TO PLAY GAl\fES.-A complete and usefu l little trea tment of ordinary d iseases and ailm ents common to every
book, containing the rules and r~gulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in usefu l and effective recipes for general com·
plaints.
backgammon. croquet. dom inoes, etc.
No. -05. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-Con·
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CO~UNDRUMS.-Containing a ll
the leading conunrlrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches t aining valuab le information rega rding the collecting and arranging
of stamps and coins. H andsomely illust rated.
and witty sayings:
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King Brady.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY fH.RDS.-A complete and handy little
t he world-known detective. In whi ch he lays down some valuable
CribEuchre,
playing
for
rections
·;
k
book, giving the rul es 11nd
bage, Casino, l!'ort~·-Five, n.... ce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensihle rules for beginners, and also relates some adventures
Auction Pitch. All Fours. and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECOJ\1E A PHOTOGRAPHER.-Contain·
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over thrPe hundred interesting puzzles and conundrums. with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it;
also how to make Photographi c lllagic Lantern Slides and other
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderso11.
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W.
Abney.
ETIQUETTE.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
ta ining full explanations how to gain admittance.
CADET.-Con
Is a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know
course of Stu<'l~·. Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, Post
all about. There's happiness in it.
No. 33. H OW 'l.'0 REHA VE.-Containing the r u les and etiquette Guard, Police R e g~1lations. Fire Department, and all a boy should
of good society and the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. C.::mpil ed and written by Lu Senarens, author
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to B ecome a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HO\V TO BECOME A NA VAL CADET.-Complete In·
in the drawing-room.
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
Academy. Also containing- the course of instruction, description
DECLAMATION.
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE A.ND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings. histori'.~a l sketch, and everything a boy
-Containing the most popular seledions in use, comprising Dutch should kn ow to become a n nfficer rn the United States Navy. Com·
dialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by I.\1 SPnarens, author of "How to Become II
West Point Military Cadet."
with many ~tandard readings.

.
PRICE 10 CENTS· EACH, OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Address FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher. 24: Union Square, New York.
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' WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY

A COMPLETE STORY EVERY \VEEK
BY THE BEST AUTHORS
Price 5 Cents
Price 5 Cents
,_..HANDSOME ILLUSTRATED COVERS

32-PAGES OF READING MATTER

ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY

~

Interesting Stories of Adventure in All Parts of the World

••

TAKE NOTICE! -.._

rrhis handsome weekly contains intensely interesting stories of adventure on a great variety of
subjects. Each number is replete with rousing ,situations and lively incidents. The heroes are
bright, man ly fellows, who over come all obstacles by sheer force of brains and grit and win wellmerited success. We have secured a staff of new authors, who write these stories in a manner
which will be a source of pleasure and profit to the reader. Each number has a handsome eolored illustration made by the most expert artists. Large sums of money are being spent to make
::
this one of the best weeklies ever published.

..... Here is a List of Some of the Titles....•
1 Smashing th e Au to Reco rd ; or , Ba rt Wilson at t he Speed Lever.
' By Edward N. F ox.
2 OII the Ticker; or, F a te a t a Moment' s Noti ce. By Tom Da wson.
3 From Cadet to Captain; or, Dick Danfo rd"s West P oint Nerve. By
Lieut. J. J . Barry.
4 The Get -There Boys ; or, Making Things Hum in Honduras. By
Fred Warburton.
5 Written In Cipher; or, The Skein Jack Ba rry Unravelled. By Pror.
Oliver Owens.
6 The No-Good Boys; or, Downing a T ough Na me. By A. Howard
De Witt.
7 Kicked oil' the Earth; or, Ted Trim "s H a rd Luck Cure. By Rob
Roy.
8 Doing it Quick ; or, Ike Brown's Hustle at Panama. By Captain
Hawthorn, U. S. N.
9 In the ' Frisco Earthquake ; or, Bob Brag' s Day of Terror. By
Prof. Oliver Owens.
10 We, Us & Co. ; or, Seeing Life with a Vaudeville Show. By Edward N. Fox.
.
11 Cut Out for an Officer ; or, Corporal Ted in the Philippines. By
Lieut. J. J. Ba rry.
12 A Fool for Lu ck ; or, The Boy Who Turned Boss. By Fred War.
burton.
13 The Great Gaul "Beat" : or , Phil Winston's S t art in Reporting.
By A. Howard De Wi tt.
14 Out for Gold ; or, '!'h e Doy Who Knew the Dlll'eren ce. By Tom
Dawson.
15 The Boy Who Balked ; or, Bob· Brisbane's Big K ick. By Frank
Irving.
10- Slicker fban Silk ; or, The Smoothest Boy Alive. By R ob Roy.

17 The Keg of Diamonds ; or, After the Treasure of the Caliphs. By
Tom Dawson.
18 Sandow, Junior; or, The Boy Who Looked Puny. By Prof. Oliver
Owen&.
19 Won by Blutf; or, Jack Mason' s Marble Face. By Frank Irving.
.20 On the Lobster Shift ; or, The Herald's Star Reporter. By A.
Howard De Witt.
21 Under the Vendetta's Steel; or, A Yankee Boy In Corsica . By
Lieut. J. J. Barry.
22 Too Green to Burn; or. The Luck of Being a Boy. By Rob Roy.
~3 In Fool's Paradise; or, The Boy Who Had Things Easy.
By Fred
Warburton.
24 One Boy in a 'Million ; or, The Trick That Paid. By Edward N.
F oll.
25 In Spite of Himself; or, Serving the Russian Police. By Prof.
Oliver Owens.
26 Kicked into Luck; or, The Way Nate Got The re. By Rob Roy.
27 The Prin ce of Opals; or, The Man-Trap of Death Valley. By A.
Howard De Witt.
28 Living in His Hat; or, The Wide World His Home. By Edward
N. Fo:1.
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Fame and ··sFortune
·~-Weekly
ors
STORIES OF
By A

WHO MAKE MONEY

SELF-MADE MAN

32 Pages of Reading Matter
A NEW ONE ISSUED EVERY F,BIDAY

Handsome Colored Covers
PRIOE 5 CENTS A COPY··

This Weekly contains interesting stories of smart boys, who win ir. me and fortune by their ability to take advantage or
passing opportuniti€S. Some of these stories are founded on true inciden ts in the lives of our most successful self-made
men, and show how a boy of pluck, perseverance and brains can become famous and wealthy. Every one of this serie:;
contains a good moral tone which makes ''Fame a nd Fortune Weekly" a magazine for the home, a lthough each number
is r eplete with exciting adventur es. The stories are the very best obtainable, the illustrations are by expert artists. and
every effort is constantly being made to make it the best weekly on the news stands. Tell your friends about it.
ALREADY P UBLISHED.
A Lucky Deal ; or, The Cufest Boy in Wall Street.
29 A ·sure Winner; or, The Boy Who Went Out With a Circus.
Born to Good Lu ck ; o r , The Boy Who Succeeded.
30 Golden Fleece : or, The Boy Brokers of Wall Street.
A Co rne r in Corn; or, How a Chicago Boy Did the Trick.
31 A Mad Cap Sch eme; or, The Boy Treasure Hunters of Cocos Island.
A Game of Chance; or , The Boy Who Won Out.
132 Adrift on the World; or, Working His Way to Fortune.
Hard to Beat; or, The Cleverest Boy in Wall St reet.
I 33 P laying to Win ; or, The Foxiest Boy in Wall Street.
Building a Railroad; or, The Young Contractors of Lakeview.
· 34 Tatters: or. A Boy from the Slums.
Winning His Way; or, The Youngest Editor in Green Rive r.
1 35 A Young Monte Cristo: or, The Ri chest Boy in the World.
8 The Wheel of Fortune; or, The Record or' a Se lf-Made Boy.
36 Won by Plu ck ; 01-, The Boys \Yho Ran a Railroa d.
9 Nip and Tuck ; or, The Young Brokers of Wall Street.
37 Beat ing the Broke rs; or, The Boy 1''ho "Couldn't be Done. "
10 A Copper Harvest ; or, The Boys Who Worked a Deser ted ~line . · 38 A Rolling Stone; or, The Brightest Boy on Reco rd.
11 A Lucky Penny ; or , 'l1he Fortunes of a Boston Boy.
: 39 Nevel" Say Die; or, The Young Surveyor of Happy Vall ey.
12 A. Diamond . in the Rough ; or, A Brave Boy's Start in Li fe.
40 Almost a lllan; or, Winning His Way to the Top.
13 Baiting the Bears; or, The Nerviest Boy in Wall Street.
41 Boss of the Market; or, The Greatest Boy in Wa ll Street.
14 A Gold Brick; or, The Boy Who Co u ld Not be Downed.
42 The Ch a n ce of His Life; or. The Young Pilot of Crystal Lal<e .
15 A Streak of Luck; or, The Boy Who F eathered His ?\est .
43 Striving for Fortune; or, From Bell-Boy to :\fillionaire.
16 A Good 'l'hing ; or, The Boy Wh o Made a Fortune.
44 Out fo t· Business: or, The Smartest Boy in Town.
17 K ing of the Market; or, The Young Trader in Wall Street.
45 A Favorite of Fortune : or, Striking It Ri ch in Wall Stt:eet.
18 Pure Grit: or, One Boy in a Thousand.
46 Through Thi ck and Thin: or, The Adventures of a Smart Boy.
19 A Rise in Life; or, The Career of a Factory Boy.
47 Doing His Level Best: 01-, Working His Way Up.
20 A Ba rrel of Money; or, A Bright Boy in Wall Street.
4S Always on Deck; or, Th e Boy Who Made His Mark.
21 All to the Good: or, From Call Boy to Manager.
49 A M in t of Money; or, The Young \Vall Street Broker.
22 How He Got There ; or, The Pluckiest Boy of The m All.
50 The Ladder of Fame; or, From Office Boy to Senator.
23 Bound to Win ; or, The Boy Wh o Got Ri ch .
51 On the Square; or, The Success of a n Honest Boy.
24 Pushing It 'l'h rough; or, The Fate of a Lucky Boy.
52 After a Fortu ne; or, The Pluckiest Boy in the \Vest.
25 A Born Speculator; or, The Young Sphinx of Wall Street.
53 Winning the Dolla rs; or, The Young Wonder of \Vall Street,.
26 'l'he Way to Success; or, The Boy Who Got There.
54 Making His Mark; or, The Boy 'Who Became. President.
27 Struck Oil; or. 'l'he Boy Who l\lade a Million.
f5 Heir to a Million; or, The Boy Who Was Born Lucky.
28 A Go lden Risk; or, The Young Miners of Della Cruz.
;'6 Lost in the Andes; or, The Treasure of t he Buri ed City.
1
2
3
'
5
6
7
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